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1 Introduction
TANGRAM is a CMM Inspection Software for manual and CNC machines. TANGRAM is
developed for users who need a simple, economic, easy to use SW. TANGRAM has a fully
graphic approach, with no need for the user of learning any programming language.
TANGRAM is based on a simple and immediate interface designed for a flexible
functionality, fulfilling the user's needs. TANGRAM is capable, flexible and yet intuitive
metrology software. TANGRAM offers a totally graphical approach with no need to learn
any complex programming language and fits each customer need perfectly. TANGRAM is
developed for users who need simple, economic, easy to use metrology software that does
only what they need. Most metrology software’s on the market today are overly complex
with way too many features for the average application and user. TANGRAM offers the
correct balance of functionality, usability and performance and is the final piece of the
Flexible Gauging solution and of CMM functionality.
The working process is organized by projects. The project is associated with the part. The
Part-Programs, expressed in a fully graphic language, is immediate and easy to build. Thus it
is an organized list of icons each of them representing one of the project elements and
contains all the necessary characterizations.
TANGRAM is developed for users who like a simple, economic, easy to use SW that does
only what they need: measure, without complications. TANGRAM has a full graphic
approach, with no need for the user of learning a programming language.
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Exclusive features of TANGRAM:





















Direct measure with point guidance
Self-learning of the part-program with automatic re-execution
Point-to-point and scanning measurements
Automatic syntactic analysis of sequences to avoid mistakes
Off-line editing and programming
Simplified and advanced reference system creation.
From 3-2-1 to fixture-3-sphere best-fitting
Simplified probe management with automatic Probe Group calibration and inprogram, 100% flexible probe calibration for optimum accuracy
Customizable reports in many formats as Text, DMIS standard, Excel, HTML.
Graphical, in-line element reporting easing element form and position deviation
evaluation.
Geometric tolerance and relations between elements
Measurements may be stored in a Access database, thus be accessed by any
application for special calculations, statistics, integration to other applications
Dry-run mode for checking program flow
Special calculations may be added with a Pascal-like inner language for advanced
users
Integrates the powerful CAD engine from QVI
Measurement planning and part-program generation
Direct integration with graphical reporting.
Reports are automatically generated with little effort by the programmer
Gaussian per ISO16610-31 on any profile form
Moving Average
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Slew-Rate (our specialist for scanning of straight profiles)
Outliers
Geometrical (for choosing areas of interest in wider point clouds)
Direct, one-shot part alignment and comparison of surface deviations with captivating
graphic output
Part alignment is automatically repeated at each execution, thus making it easy the use
of TANGRAM CAD for incoming part inspection
Multiple CAD loading.
Surface editing
Editing of dedicated headers and drawing labels ordering and naming features
Tabulated results with classical in-tolerance critical out-of-tolerance deviations
Graphical, analytical display of profiles measured with identification of max-min
deviation points and captivating color outlining
Detailed output of single points of the scanned element to ease the analysis of
anomalies
Interface to SPC is available through the history Database or specific interface to QDas systems
Full geometrical compensation of machine geometrical errors with conventional 2126 parameter approach & advanced "Lattice" compensation.
Management of automation environment by:
 Statements in a TANGRAM part program may handle Inputs and Outputs
available on the controller for direct management of lamps, selectors,
pushbuttons and selectors and activation of relays or electro valves. This will
economically manage load/unload systems for automatic part routing and may
supply part status information to operator panels. I/O may be used for
synchronization of robot interfacing.
 Front-end applications: Taylor made, using the "automation server" structure of
TANGRAM, allow creation of a simplified layer for the operator, presenting
the data in a personalized way or integrating the measuring machine with the
automation environment for data exchange with Part-Code Reader or Marking
Machine or Data Collection Database or any other need for cell or factory
automation.




TANGRAM does the management of Measurement Uncertainty. The measured data
are used for issuing reports including calculation of the measurement uncertainty
(License applies).
This module allows TANGRAM to operate in Comparator Mode. Part is compared
with the last stored measures of a "Golden Part". The resulting deviations are output,
based on the known "trusted" values of the master part. Ideal for very hard
environment and production oriented cells.

2 Getting Started:
Installation Tangram should be done only in Administrator user.
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Before installing Tangram check the installation requisites.
We specify the minimum and recommended characteristics of the PC to assure the working
of Tangram, as follows:
Minimum:








Processor: Intel Core i3 or AMD Ryzen 3 2200 G
Ram: 4 GB
HDD: 1 GB free space
Ethernet: 2 Ethernet ports 1 Gbps
Graphic card: NVIDIA 10 Serie or AMD integrated graphics
Operating System: Microsoft Windows 8 (64-bit)
Monitor: CRT 19" SVGA, minimum resolution 1280x1024 at 24bppx. Touchscreen
recommended

Recommended:








Processor: Intel Core i5 or AMD Ryzen 3 2200 G
Ram: 8 GB
HDD: 1 GB free space
Ethernet: 2 Ethernet ports 1 Gbps
Graphics Card: NVIDIA 10 Serie or AMD integrated graphics
Operating System: Microsoft Windows 10 (64-bit)
Monitor: CRT 19" SVGA, minimum resolution 1280x1024 at 24bppx. Touchscreen
recommended

3 Set-Up procedure:
Run the set-up for TANGRAM and follow the installation wizard instructions.
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4 Start Up and configuration
For starting TANGRAM Select it from the Start menu or double click on the desktop shortcut.
The first time Tangram is started, no CMM is defined and the following message brings up:

After confirmation, the first page of Tangram opens and users are advised to select CMM
Configuration to define a Machine.
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4.1 CMM Configuration
For configuring the CMM select Configuration from System toolbar.

Click on “CMM” to display the CMM configuration panel where can be set every parameters
related to the measuring machine.
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For practical description, the menu will be split into numbered sections: 1, 2, 3 etc.

Functions with “
” are outdated and will be removed from new releases; therefore
will not be object of description.

Functions in brackets “

“are usually not used.

If there are no configured machines, the operator has to create a new one using the section
“1”; otherwise, an existing one can be selected in section “2”.
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1.

“Plus” button enables the “New machine” creating function:
In this window, the user must specify:


new CMM name



CMM control type (PANTEC for

default) by the scroll menu

.

Users can also import a pre-existing configuration file (extension “.xtcmm”) activating
the”Import” function and selecting the file
path clicking on the button:

“Minus” button delete the currently selected machine file.

“Export” button is used for saving the current CMM configuration settings in an
“.xtcmm” file.

Created machines are stored in “C:\ProgramData\Tangram\Machines” folder.

2. The “Active CMM” drop down menu is used for “select” among created machines.
3. “Emulation Mode” activates the machine simulator software for the OFF-LINE
programming.
4. “Machine Control” panel includes the attributes to be specified according with the
selected control
For example in the most common configuration: PANTEC the panel includes the
following functions:
 “Type”: CMM control type selected when the new machine was created (see
section”1”)
 “Pantec Configuration file”: the operator can choose a configuration file “.pmc”
created by Pantec Support Tool software.
 “Ethernet” or “Serial Line”: default setting is “Ethernet” and the “IP Address”. It
is usually written on a sticker over the case of the Pantec control.
5. Main menu picture shows the “default” settings.
Tangram-V5-UM-EN200422
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6. The “Measure Parameters” panel is for general setting of default measure distances,
speeds and accelerations.
The specified values will be assigned by default to each new program and then to each
new measure element. In programming practice, these parameters are usually set
“element by element” in order to optimize measuring time and accuracy.
7. Select the “CAD on/off” flag on if a proper CAD license dongle is available, thus the

3D CAD view can be activated; if not, the option must be unchecked otherwise it will
not be possible to load a Tangram Project.
8. The “Compensation” panel is splitted in two sheets:
 Thermal sheet:

Thermal compensation can be activated by selecting the “Thermal
Compensation” flag.
The electronic compensation device (i-TBOX) is the 02/03 version and it must
be selected.
(i-TBOX 01 is the oldest version).
i-TBOX is USB connected to the PC serving the FlexGauge, so the correct
communication
port must be selected clicking on button.
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 Geometrical sheet:

The option can be activated by selecting the “Geometrical Compensation”
flag.
Tangram system works by a “Map” of values that mainly includes
compensation parameters of: measurement scale, axis linearity and axis
squareness.
This “Map” is “.dat” file and it can be loaded selecting the path by

button.

Important:
If the “Map” is for some reason changed; the operator must “disconnect” and
“reconnect” the CMM in order to make the updated geometrical compensation
active during measurement applications.
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DoubleClick here

DoubleClick here
again

For Tangram V5 users, it is also possible
double click on this icon. It will have the
same effect of disconnect and reconnect
the CMM with Geometrical Map reloading.
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4.2 User Interface Layout
Tangram User Interface is based on a single page that is organized into four working
activities.
There are five main regions in the Tangram user interface, as illustrated in the following
layout. The central one characterizes the current activity chosen by the left Tool Bar.

1. Menu Bar. Running across the top of the application window is the System
Utilities Menu Bar. Use these menus to reach all the commands: System Tool Bar.
2. Activities Tool Bar. It is one of the central elements of Tangram. It is from here that
users access the pages that govern the setup of configuration, probing, machine
connection, database and projects: Activities Tool Bar.

3. Contents of this area depend on the selected activity: Working Area
4. General information specially oriented to project environment: Status Bar.
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4.3 System Tool Bar
It exposes all commands of the system.

4.3.1

File menu

New Project
With this command users enter in the Project environment, opening a new project that
means start a new part inspection.
Once the new project is created, it has no name (Undefined name). The name will be
selected at save moment.
If a project is already active, the user will be prompted to save the current one and its
current program.
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When a new project is created it is not empty as it
contains the default objects, i.e.:
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Coordinate Planes



Coordinate Axes



Machine Coordinate System (MCS)



Tools currently qualified
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Import Project
This option, located in the Start environment is active only when there is not an open
Project.
Selecting Import Project will bring up a window to browse looking for .tex files.
The imported project will be inserted into the Data Base and put at the top of Recent
Projects list.
Open an existing Project
Selected project is loaded from DataBase and set the "Project" activity.
During this operation the system checks all the elements to ensure that required tools
are in the active Tool Group. if some are missing users are prompt with a message like
the following:

Answering No Tangram will stop opening while after Yes answer, the project will open
but elements making use of missing tool will not be run able. Users are allowed to
switch from Project environment to Tool definition and calibration and vice
versa without need of closing project and new probes will immediately be available in
the active project.
View Project workspace description in Project.
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Load / Save Project


Load (Ctrl S)

Project to load is select from the Start page by double click on the project name.
Then the project is loaded together with all its programs

By default an empty program is selected and users may select already
saved program by the Program ToolBar.


Save (Ctrl S) / Save As...

Allows the operator to save the current project. When it is selected from the system
menu, Tangram first save all the feature in the Data Collector.
If it is first time the project is saved, the operator will asked to input the Project
name:

Click Cancel to exit without saving the project.
A project may include a number of program, if the current one is new or it is
modified the following form arises, otherwise it is saved automatically.

Click Cancel to exit without saving the program.

Close
Tangram-V5-UM-EN200422
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Closes the current project. If it is not saved users will be asked to save the project

If the project is unchanged but the current program has been modified users can save
it:
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4.3.2

Configuration menu

4.3.2.1

CMM

Configuration of CMM refer to chapter 4.1
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4.3.2.2

System Settings/Output Properties
1

 Peripheral Output
First tab allows setting of peripherals:
 File
Two independent output channels are available. Can be selected: model, path, format
(HTML or ASCII).
 Exchange
Allows outputting the results to formats used for exporting data to other applications
like Qdas or general data processing (CSV). Can be selected: path, format (Qdas or
.csv).
 Custom 1
Allows outputting the results to customized formats used for exporting data to generic
applications requiring a specific naming for the output elements and a specific format
for the measurements like number of digits, prefixes, postfixes…The operator may
select the extension, a template format and as usual a path for the output (see 5.2.2.6.).
 Custom 2
Same as Custom 1. Offers the possibility of outputting the data in a second
customized format, independent from the other. Allows outputting the results to
Tangram-V5-UM-EN200422
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customized formats used for exporting data to generic applications requiring a
specific naming for the output elements and a specific format for the measurements
like number of digits, prefixes, postfixes…The operator may select the extension, a
template format and as usual a path for the output.
 Excel
The outputs go to an Excel file. As usual a path can be defined.
For using this channel Microsoft Office has to be installed.
 Printer
To define default printer, model and format (HTML or ASCII).
 HDB
This output channel sends all results to a database with Office mdb format.
Both elements and points can be stored in the database.
The data contained in the database are used by special applications that may run in
customized front-ends.
Default path is required in the setting panel together with the Enable option.
Typically, HDB is disabled until the part program is completed. See Program for
details.
Historic DB (HDB) is filled with measurement data for further elaboration out of
Tangram (Ex: statistical packages).
To work with it, external applications must know the structure of the database (HDB
Structure).
The customer with sufficient knowledge of Microsoft .mdb databases may write his
own applications running in concurrence with the measurements or off line to retrieve
data and filter and present them to other applications.
 CAD
It defines the output for the graphical reports if the option surface CAD comparison is
available. You may define the type of output between HTML, pdf or direct printing.
The “FileName” box (present for each peripheral) allows the user to edit the name of the
output file that will be stored in the specified path. The standard file name is the “Program
Name” followed by the incremental “Inspection Number”. The user can also specify a
personalized name using the “Variable” labels (see 4.3.2.4.) in brackets (1) separated by
space or underscore:

1
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3

For example, “pdf” table (2) file:
<ProgramName>_<OperatorID>_<Inspection>

Program Name

OperatorID specified in the
variable menu (see 4.3.2.4.)

Inspection
number

The “Append if exist” check (3), prevents overwriting of files with the same name and
continues storing.

 Header
It allows the selection of a Header used for the output reports. A default header is always
present and contains:
Tangram-V5-UM-EN200422
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Program name (1).



Inspection number (2): the inspection number is automatically incremental. The
operator can also enter it manually; if an inspection number is already present in the
current database (HDB) it will be rejected.



Standard Tangram logo (3).
1

2

4
5
3

6

The user can also recall a previously created Header (see 4.3.2.3) using the combo box (4).

If the user has chosen a custom logo, it is needed to specify the path of the image file in the
appropriate box (5) pressing the button:

Tangram-V5-UM-EN200422
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In case the user wishes to fill in the Header fields runtime, at every part-program run; for
example, the “OperatorID”; it is necessary to activate the corresponding “Ask at Runtime”
check.
If this option is enabled the following dialogue box will appear at every execution:

The user can run time fill in the Variable content then the Header field.
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 Output Protocol
This is to set default protocols for each geometry, separately for measured (green) and
constructed (magenta) elements.

Every characteristics of every feature can have one of the following setting:
None: no output
 Mea: output of only measured value
 Dev: output of nominal, actual and deviation values
 OOT: complete output with nominal, actual, deviation, lower and upper tolerance and,
eventually, out of tolerance or criticality range.


Besides, only for measured feature also the points may be output like:
 RawData": i.e. list of probed points, center of ball
 “RowData Compensated”: i.e. list of probed points, compensated along the geometrical
guessed direction of contact.
 Points Distribution: Graphical representation of the measurement for easing evaluation
of form deviation.
All these settings can be set again during the programming, for program context, or
reassigned for each single feature

Tangram-V5-UM-EN200422
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 Nominal Change:

This is to allow users giving different names to every characteristic. In the left column are the
predefined names, the right column includes the current names and can be changed.
Predefined names can be recalled at any moment.
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 Settings Output

This selection sets general parameters affecting output format and values:
Unit: millimeters or inches
 Accuracy: The default number of significant figures and number of digits after the
decimal place for dimensions, angle, vectors
 Angles Options:


Form: Degrees decimal / Degrees, minutes, seconds / Radians / Gradians
 Angle Between: for lines intersection. Possibilities: Acute / Obtuse / Invariate
(from first to second, depends on orientations)
 Range: 0..360 / -180.. 180
 Cone angle: half /full


Diameter / Radius: option applicable to every geometry with diameter value
 Tolerance Colors: It allows to change the association of colors with tolerance zones and
deviation directions


Selected formats are immediately active, also in the active project.
4.3.2.3
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It allows the definition of a header template and page orientation. It allows the definition of
the fields that will after be personalized at the time of building the report using this template.
It opens the below wizard for generating the template.
2

1
3

4

5

The logo can be changed by right click (1); the user can use a default logo or load a
personalized one specifying the file path.
“Blue” (2) fields (Program Name, Number of Inspection and Date) cannot be modified; they
will be automatically filled during the output protocol building.
“Grey” fields (3) can by manually filled by the user. The content will become “standard” and
will be showed in every report protocol which recall the header. Each grey field is divided
into two sections: the lower one is the content (3); while the upper one is the title (10).
Select page orientation for template as desired (4).
After completing the editing click on “Save” button (5); type the Header name (6) and click
“OK” to store the Header file. (7)
Tangram-V5-UM-EN200422
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6

10

7

9

10

8

Saved Header templates will be visible in the box (8). To delete a stored Header select it in
the box and click “Delete” button (9).
Click “Cancel” button to close the “Save” menu or click “Exit” button to escape from the
template wizard.
The use can also recall a Header template in order to change it using the “Load” button (10)
and selecting it in the box (8); then press “OK” (7).
The user can also fill in the fields of the Header by assigning him a precompiled "Variable"
(see 4.3.2.4). In this case the content will be automatically updated when the variable is
manually edited by the “Variables” menu or runtime (when the part-program is executed).
By right click on the field the user can switch between “Text” or “Variable” mode.
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Selecting the Variable “CurrentDataTime” for example the field become “Green”:
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4.3.2.4

Variables

The “Variable” menu allows the user to assign default values to Variables that can be recalled
in the output header (see 4.3.2.3).

4.3.2.5
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Language selection has dynamic effect. Selection is done by the following window:

In the panel, all the languages resource files that are found in the folder
<InstallDir>\Languages are listed (<InstallDir> is the directory where Tangram is installed).
At the moment: English, Italian, Russian and Chinese are available to the user. English is the
default language.
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4.3.2.6

Environments

We call Environment the set of data defining the work area of Tangram. It is made up of a
group of folders and files that are located in C: \ ProgramData \ Tangram.
The news is that we can have more than one Environment and we can choose at each run of
Tangram in which of them we will work.
Each Environment is an independent Context.
An Environment includes all the data of the Tangram session: CMMs, Tools, Projects.
Default Environment
After the first Tangram installation, only one Environment is present and it is directly located,
in terms of files, under: C:\ProgramData\Tangram.

Figure 1
The default Environment includes all the content of C:\ProgramData\Tangram except the
folder Environments (highlighted).
When you run Tangram the default environment is activated. You can work without any
further knoledge about environment as usually.

Manage Environments
A new feature is available when you run Tangram using the “Ask For environment” option:
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C:\Program Files (x86)\Itaca\Tangram.exe /AskForEnvironment
In this case the following window brings up, before open Tangram:

g

Figure 2

After the first installation you only see the default environment in the list and with this
selection Tangram will start as usually.
But you can create a new environment by clicking on
environment name and click OK:

button and writing the new

This new Environment will be included in the list.

Use

to delete an Environment.

Use the search box:
lot of them
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Figure 3
The new environment is empty and if you run it you will find yourself in a position of a first
Tangram run after installation. A CMM must be defined as first thing and following all the
Tangram activities.
You can have a number of environements and choose any time with which to operate.
If you check
will appear.

, any time you run Tangram the Select environment window

Otherwise the last choosen Environment wil be activated.
Use the syntax:
C:\Program Files (x86)\Itaca \Tangram.exe /Environment="My Environment"
to activate a specific environment.
The active Environment you can see in the Tangram Title:

After adding an environment, looking into the C:\ProgramData\Tangram\Environments the
new structure is:
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This makes evident how to move an Environment from one computer to another:
Copy the folder with the name of the Environment and paste under
C:\ProgramData\Tangram\Environment. It will appear in the list of Environments (see Figure
3).
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4.3.3

Start-up menu

 CMM Connect

 CMM connect activates the connection with the Machine. After the connection The
machine is ready and the label switches into CMM disconnect and, if pressed, will
close the connection with the Cmm control.
 CMM Home Procedure commands the machine to reach the home position and after a
successfully end of the procedure axis coordinates status will be visible. The homing
sequence order in which each axis moves to its home position, is determined by the
controller. When the command is issued the CMM will move automatically to its home
position. For Manual machines which perform the Home procedure axis by axis, the
window above is shown. An Abort pushbutton is present in the window to allow the
operator stopping the procedure.

 PH Home Procedure; when a PH10 is in configuration, It simply performs a rotation
of the index able head, if configured, to its 0, 0 position

Anthropomorphosis Arm Machines, like Baces3D from Friulrobot, managed by
Tangram have a dedicated Home procedure
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4.3.4

View menu

Selects relevant category of features when a Project is
active

4.3.5

Activity menu

One click button for the for select the relevant
screens.

4.3.6

Options menu

When active, icons, probe names,
reference systems names and messages
become big to facilitate view at certain
distance.

4.3.7

Help menu
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This button activates the Tangram Help you
are reading now. “About Tangram” button
brings up a splash screen displaying the
current Tangram install information.
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5 Start page
5.1 Create, load and browse measure projects

1. New Project: it opens a new project. I.e. start programming a new part. This selection
will set automatically in “Project” mode.
2. Import Project: it adds to the data base a previously exported project, possibly coming
from another Tangram system.
Only files with the .tex extension will be visible in the file management window.
3. Recent Projects and browse: it lists the projects you have recently worked on.
The selected project will be loaded and opened with all its programs.(Open an existing
Project). Then with Browse... the user can reach all the projects. Use top text box to
explore with filter. The side buttons will change the list view tipology.
4. Connect/Disconnect CMM: It physically connects Tangram with the configurated
CMM. The same thing is possible with double click on the red “light” (see 4.3.3.).
5. CMM Home procedure and PH Home procedure: It starts the homing sequence (see
4.3.3.).
6. Project menu: here the user can directly rename, export, delete or convert Tangram V4
project to V5 (the same operation that were possible by the Tangram V4 Database
Management; see 5.1.1). About the conversion from V4 to V5 see chapter 5.1.2.
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7. The history window: allows the user to recover backup
copies of the selected projects. The recover action will
overwrite the current version. The star symbol
convert a backup copy in a “Milestone”; that means it
will not be deleted by the periodic and automatic backup
folder cleaning.
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5.1.1

Data Base Management (only for Tangram V4 releases)

The DataBase Management Panel offers a view on projects and programs stored in the
Tangram data base.
The First section is to backup and restore the
active data base (TangramDB.tdb).
 Backup button opens a Dialog Form to
select path and name of the destination
backup file.
 Restore button opens a Dialog Form to
select the backup file that will replace the
actual Database.

Second section shows a tree view of Projects and their Pograms and Reference
System actually in the Database.
RMB click on a project item will bring up
a pop up menu:
Remove: Delete the selected project
 Remove all programs: Delete all the
programs included in the selected project
 Remove All: Clear the database
 Export Project: will ask for a folder where
creating a data base with the selected
project only (<Project>.tex). This project
can be imported on a different
machine/computer.
Click OK to make permanent the modification.


Click Cancel to abort the operations
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5.1.2

Tangram downgrade/upgrade

It is strongly recommended not to come back to a previous version of Tangram .
Nevertheless, in case of need, follow the sequence below.
1. Remember that all the projects created with the last version cannot be converted
to an older version. Therefore backup the TangramDB everytime you upgrade
Tangram version and be sure to have this backup when you decide to downgrade
Tangram. Otherwise at the end of the procedure you will have an empty Data Base (no
projects).
2. Uninstall Tangram
3. Run the procedure “FinalizeUninstall.reg”. This procedure will clean the register and
possible residual data.
4. Install the previous Tangram version
5. Restore the TangramDB backup related to the just installed version.
Tangram upgrade:
This operation is always possible.
Old projects are completely compatible with new Tangram releases.
The operator is better to remove the current version before install the new one and restart the
PC.
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5.2 Activities Tool Bar
Vertical bar containing buttons to address the following environments:
Enter the Home Panel where to operate; see 5.


CMM connection and home procedures



Projects management

Active panel for complete system configuration; see 4.3.2.

Open panel for calibrating probes and any device requiring calibration
procedure; see 5.2.1.
Enter the core of the application: measurement workshop; see 5.2.2.

On the bottom of the Tool bar is the Cad engine provider brand and, eventually, OEM logo
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5.2.1

Tools

Environment for
 Probe head list and definition
 Racks list and Definition and
 Calibration artifact list
 Global references list
Depending on the architecture of the system, this Tool section manages sensors in active
mode or simply collects all defined tools.
Here below is described the Standard Tools Management.
Go to I++ Tools Management to see Tools environment in case of I++ compliance.
Standard Tools management:
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5.2.1.1

Tools List: add, remove or modify a tool head

In Tangram more than one group of probes can be defined and saved. Each group is
identified by icon and name. One of them can be set as Active so that the project makes use
of the calibrated probes included in it.
As from configuration CMM can be equipped with fixed head where a cluster of probes can
be mounted or with an index able head where each position of each tip represents a different
tool.
Clicking in the “Add” button it is possible to create a new tool head (indexable or fixed)
containing one or more probe cluster.

The probe-item pull-down menu propose dedicated operations:

Properties: open setting panel
 Delete: remove selected group of tools
 Activate: set as current active tools for the current project


Under the list there are utilities buttons

Activate: set the selected probe as current active probe
Save: write all modification in the database
Load: reloads probes data from the database. Actual modifications will lose.
Modify: open the selected probe property panel:
5.2.1.2

Indexable Head Configuration and Qualification

Dedicated to PH10 measuring heads.
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Calibrate sheet:

1. Name of the Measuring Head: users are allowed to change in any moment.
2. List of tools: “Add Tool” button to add a new tool cluster in the list and “Del Tool”
button to remove one from the list.
3. Definition area: In the edit box user can set the prefix that will be use as matrix when
name will be automatically generated for each position and for each arm tip, in case of
start tip. Check boxes are used to set the tips present, respectively in 'Front', 'Back',
'Left' and 'Right' direction respect the sensor mount direction. Then _F, _B, _L, _R
suffix will be used to identify each tip in every selected position.
Sensor Mount: Here user are required also to set the sensor mount, i.e. the position of
the head in the quill. It is related to the machine coordinate system. This information
is important to find correct approach direction in the automatic probe calibration. The
direction is set by:

1. Axis along which is the direction from the center of the head to the ruby of the
stylus
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2. The axis along which the red light is facing.

4. Probe Data: here must be selected the Calibration Tool. Its length will be considered
correct and used to locate the gauge in the volume after the measurement. Tip Radius is
not required as input, is inserted it will be used to better create the measurement path
around the artifact. Any way Tip Radius will be recalculated at the end of the
procedure. Form error and Sigma, at the end, will give an information of the quality of
measurement.
5. Gauge Data: Diameter and Stem direction must be input before start the calibration.
Center represents the actual position of the gauge and it is the result of the calibration.
Select position brings up the following window where users can set all the position to
qualify:
Moving the mouse on the grid, the crossing lines follow the cursor to highlight the roll
and pitch values. Click with LMB selects the position. Red bullets identify selected
positions. Click with RMB allows users to rotate immediately the head at
the highlighted position.
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6. Measurement: Gauge measurement can precede manually using joystick to take points
on the gauge (minimum 4 points) or, better, users can select automatic cycle. In this
case are provided two cycles for 5 or 9 points. A bounding distance allows users to
have a measurement on a portion of the calibration artifact. This value is used to
prevent collision when calibrating a stylus with small diameter tip.

Measurement Settings will open the common form dedicated to speed, acceleration and
distances for moving. Assign Tool Changer Port allows users to assign a port in the
rack if a rack if linked to the probes group.
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Qualification sheet

1. Name of the Measuring Head: users are allowed to change in any moment.
2. List of tools: “Add Tool” button to add a new tool cluster in the list and “Del Tool”
button to remove one from the list.
3. Definition area: In the edit box user can set the prefix that will be use as matrix when
name will be automatically generated for each position and for each arm tip, in case of
start tip. Check boxes are used to set the tips present, respectively in 'Front', 'Back',
'Left' and 'Right' direction respect the sensor mount direction. Then _F, _B, _L, _R
suffix will be used to identify each tip in every selected position.
4. Tool List: all the defined tools are listed with indication of state of qualification. Only
the qualified tools will be enabled to measure. Select position brings up the following
window where users can set all the position to qualify:
5. Sensor Mount Here user are required also to set the sensor mount, i.e. the position of
the head in the quill. It is related to the machine coordinate system. This information
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is important to find correct approach direction in the automatic probe calibration. The
direction is set by:



Axis along which is the direction from the center of the head to the ruby of the
stylus
The axis along which the red light is facing.

6. Probe Data: after the measurement, this area will be filled with the calculated probe
data. Form error and Sigma, will give an information of the quality of measurement
7. Tool List: all the defined tools are listed with indication of state of qualification. Only
the qualified tools will be enabled to measure. Select position brings up the following
window where users can set all the position to qualify

8. Moving the mouse on the grid, the crossing lines follows the cursor to highlight the
roll and pich values. Click with LMB selects the position. Red bullets identifies
selected positions. Click with RMB allows users to rotate immediately the head at
the highlighted position.
9. Measurement: Gauge measurement can proceed manually using joystick to take points
on the gauge (minimum 4 points) or, better, users can select automatic cycle. In this
case are provided two cycles for 5 or 9 points. A bounding distance allow users to
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have a measurement on a portion of the calibration artifact. This value is used to
prevent collision when calibrating a stylus with small diameter tip.

Measurement Settings will open the common form dedicated to speed, acceleration and
distances for moving. Assign Tool Changer Port allows users to assign a port in the
rack if a rack if linked to the probes group.
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5.2.1.3

Fixed Head Configuration

Dedicated to Trigger (TP20) or Scanning (SP25) measuring heads without index function.
Sphere Location:
A measurement cycle on a calibrated sphere of known diameter and with a nominal stylus
(pre assigned offsets) aimed to determine the position of the sphere in the CMM volume and
evaluates the tip radius of the stylus.

1. On top there is the name of the current tool cluster (editable if needed). On left there is
the list of the tool clusters included in the measuring head. The name of the head is
always visible and editable in upper part of the window. The user can insert or delete a
tool cluster by “Add Tool” and “Delete Tool” buttons.

2. Type of probe: is identifiable by this menu
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3. Tips configuration: can be selected by clicking on the four possible star branches.
Default are: F (front, aligned to the second sensor mount direction), B (back), L (left)
and R (right). Use “Custom” button to give personal names or add special directions.
Custom tips definition:
Predefined tips selection (1)
is equivalent to selecting from the
main Definition Area:
Suffixes can be renamed (usually
according to axis directions).

“+” button adds a “virtually” indexable probe stylus that
follows the same “A” and “B” angles regulation of the
Indexable Probe illustrated in the previous chapter. “-“
button deletes the selected custom probe (2).

4. Sensor mount can be set by the following menu:
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It consists of two parameters: the main tip direction
which is a virtual prosecution of the probe (1). The
probe orientation which iscommonly defined by a
led or a specific sign on the probe itself (2).

5. Gauge panel: allows the user to choose which gauge (calibration artifact) will be
considered for the following operations (location and tools calibration).

A Gauges or Calibration Artifact (Sphere) must be previously created (see 5.2.1.5.).
After the selection the gauge panel will be updated with its parameters.

The set diameter and the stem direction are visible and editable (1). The center
coordinates will be calculated and displayed at end of the Sphere Location procedure
(2).
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6. Probe Data panel: allows the user to choose the
tip for the Sphere Location and the offsets
values.
i.e. Offsets are to be intended between the CMM
axis arm and the center of the Tip (as close as
possible to the real ones).

7. CNC panel: contains the parameters for the gauge measurement.

The user can select a manual probing or CNC directly (1). Both modes requires 4 poins
to get a starting location of the calibre; then, the final measurment will take 5 or 9
points on the sphere, depending on the user’s selection (2).
A bounding distance (3) allows users to have a measurement on a portion of the
calibration artifact. This is to avoid the risk to hit the sphere with the stem of the tip.

The Avoid Angle serves to be sure that the tip does not hit the stem of the gauge during
the measurement:
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α

The custom deflection range (5) is dedicated to the SP25 users. The full-mapping
procedure is executed twice in two deflection conditions: default values are 0.2mm and
0.5mm. This is fundamental to get a correct tool matrix. In particular cases the user
may set custom deflection values to avoid tool shanking.
The default scanning speed during Full-Mapping is 4mm/s but the user can reduce it if
needed (6). Speed values over 4mm/s are rejected.
Measurement Settings (7) will open the common form dedicated to speed, acceleration
and distances for moving (see 6.2.2.).
In case of presence of a Tool Changer Rack (already qualificated see 5.2.1.4) the user
can assign the Tool Clusters to its Ports (8).

8. The measurment can be started by the “Run” button (8):

Full Mapping in case of scanning probe when the deflection matrix have to be
calculated.
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(In the next future this option will be used also in case of TP20 to calculate the
anysotropy errors in order to compensate).
Tip-Offset in case of trigger probe or in case of scanning probe when the deflection
matrix is already known.
When run is clicked, the user will be asked to move in front of the sphere:

Then, with OK, the measurement starts.
At the end of the measurement cycle the Gauge Sphere center coordinates are stored.
Tip radius, Form error and Sigma of the used tool are calculated and snown on top right
of the window.
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Tool Calibration:
Similar measurement cycle on the same Gauge Sphere that, starting from the knowledge of
its location, evaluates lengths and tip radius of the Tools.
This fundamental to establish the relationship between the tools of a cluster.

Instead of the Gauge “identikit” the stylus list is present (1). For each stylus the user can
choose the typology of probe (sphere, disk or cylinder). According to this the calibration
procedure will change.
The user has at his disposition the same options to measure the caliber (2) and these are
independently editable for each stylus.
Once the user has selected the stylus, it is possible proceed to the calibration.
At the end of the process the Tip Radius, Tool Offsets, Form error and Sigma will be updated
(3 and 4). The last calibration date is also visible (Tip+Offset and Full Mapping have a
separated recording).
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5.2.1.4

Racks List: add or remove a cluster rack

Users are allowed to define one or more racks. Each rack is linked to a tool cluster. Two
types are supported: MCR20 (for TP20 modules only) and FCR25 (for SP25 or TP20
modules by using port adapters). In case of “multilevel” Racks each level must be

configurated separately.
When a new Tool Rack is added, a wizard will drive users to define all the necessary
parameters (orientation and position).
The Rack properties window is the following:

1. The orientation is determined by two
directions: that of the support and that
of the ports.

2. The quantity of Ports mounted on the Tool Rack must be specified by the user.
3. The Location of the Tool Rack will be defined by a wizard see point (6).
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4. The Safe Position: is expressed in MCS coordinates. It serves as “link” position
between the Tool change activity cycle and the rest of the part-program. It is where the
machine goes when an automatic Tool change is invoked, before approaching to the
proper port; and where the machine comes back after picking up the cluster. In case of a
multilevel Tool Rack the Safe Position is always the same.
5. Check in/out distances: they are respectively the approach and retract distances of the
tool change activity. Check in/out position is between the Safe Position and the tool
change. These distances are perpendicular to the port and always the same for each of
them. In case of multilevel Tool Rack the Check in/out must be enough to allow the
machine to move from one level to another without hit the rack.
6. Adjust Ports: is a summary of the position coordinates of each port. The user can
manually adjust values in case of necessity; it is possible after the Rack is configurated
and located.

7. Set-Up Procedure: is a wizard to locate the Tool Rack and its Ports. MCR20 location is
CNC only, whereas FCR25 can be also located Manually. The CNC procedure is the
same for both Rack types. A description of the FCR25 procedure will follow:
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 The user has to latch all the port lids in
their open position using the special stops
supplied in the Rack kit.

 The user can choose whether to proceed
with a Manual or CNC location of the
ports.

 Manual: the user has to
manually move the
machine by joystick
placing the TP module or
the SP-SH module in the
port in the most central
position as possible
simulating the change with
no interference. Press
“Acquire” button to record
the coordinates.
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 After the previous operation has been
done for all ports; the user has to
remove the stops and press “Finish”
button to conclude the Rack location.

 CNC: the user has to select for each
port the type of mounted adapter:
TP20 modules or SP-SH modules.

 The tool may be a previously
calibrated one or the SHSP dummy
tool (supplied with the Rack kit) in
case of SP-SH port adapter.
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 According to the orientation
previously configurated the user have
to manually probe P1 and P2 points
following the instructions.

 The user has to manually probe the
first point to start the automatic
location of all the ports.

 It is recommended to execute the
automatic procedure reducing the
speed by joystick.
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 When the CNC location is concluded
the user has to remove the stops and
press “Finish” button to conclude the
Rack location.

After the configuration/location the Tool Rack is
available and visible in the list. Using the right click
menu it must be exclusively assigned to a measure
Head (1) or deleted (2). The Properties (3) is also
accessible by the button:
.

In the Status Bar is present a Tool Selection Menu:

Operating it the active tool/stylus may be changed. If the Stylus selection provides for a Tool
change, the user can choose to do it manually or CNC.

This happens only if the machine is not already operating in CNC mode; condition in which
the change is always automatic if a Rack is configured.
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The “Parking” button allows the user to enter in the Automatic tool
change menu when the machine is not operating in CNC mode.

Tool Port
sequence
number.

Tool
Load/Unload
buttons.

WARNING: before operating a CNC tool change outside the normal execution of a PartProgram; the user must ensure that the mounted Tool is the one which unloading he is
commanding. In case the machine has no tool mounted the active tool must be actually “No
Tool”. The same verification must be done before starting an automatic measurement cycle,
if the user suspect that a manual tool change has been done “physically” but not “logically” in
Tangram.
The user can avoid the changing cycle when needed (probe module manually mounted) by
selecting "disable change". It is a one-only function.
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5.2.1.5

Calibration artifacts list: add, remove or modify a Calibre

A default Tangram environment provides one “empty” spherical caliber. Every other caliper
form must be artificially managed by the user by means of special part-program functions.
The user can add new calibration sphere by the button “Add” (2) if needed; or modify
existing ones by the button “Modify” (1).
The caliber setting menu is the following:

The user can define the name of the caliber in Section (4).
In section (5) the user has to set the reference Diameter of the sphere and the stem direction
by the cosine.
This setting will be used during the “Sphere Location” procedure (see chapter 5.2.1.3 section
5).

Section (6) displays the calibration sphere center coordinates updated to the last sphere
location run (the date is also visible).
In case there more than one caliber, a default one can be chosen selecting it in the list and
clicking on the “Default” button (3).
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5.2.1.6 Global references List: add, remove or editing

Global references are alignments created during a measurement program and exported in
order to be available to other measurement projects.
This is usually done for the machine “Park” position, or Fixturing systems location.
The procedure for create a “Global Reference” is the following:
 Open an “empty” reference clicking the “Add” button (1) and give it a name section
(3):

Confirm by “Ok” button and the reference will appear in the list. It can be edited clicking
the “Modify” button (2) after selecting or removed by the option (6) after right click.

 Now the user can manually set origin (section 4) and orientation matrix (section 5) of
the reference system. In this case the Global will be theoretical and it must not be
linked to a measure program for “refresh”. Otherwise see the next point.
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Every reference system created in a part-program, can be related to a Global reference;
therefore at every execution, it will be “refreshed” with the updated alignment parameters
(origin coordinates and axis orientation) derived from the measurement of the geometrical
entities that make up the alignment itself.
In “Program Element” section (1) the function (2) activates the “Set Global” menu.
The user can set the name (3) of the Set Global function that will be part of the measuring
program; and the source reference system (4) generated by measuring geometrical entities
during the part-program execution.
In section (5) the user can assign the source reference to the “Global Reference Destination”
(5); that was previously created.
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5.2.1.7

I++ Tools Management

When Tangram is connected to an I++ Server Controller, in "full Compliance" mode, all the
probes and related devices are managed by the Server. Before starting to work with Tangram,
users must define metrological environment (Cmm, probes, calibration spheres, racks,) at the
I++ Server side.
In this configuration, the Tangram standard qualification panel appears modified as in the
picture

Look at the columns from left to right:
 Active All the defined tools are shown and set as active by default. Users can uncheck some of them to
not having in the list of available tools during measurement.
 Name As they are called at server side. If there are aliases names, same tool can appears more times with
more names
 Offsets Result of calibration procedure
 Tip Radius Result of calibration procedure
 Pitch and Roll In case of index able head. They could not be available depending on the Server. For
example: UCCServer does not provide these tool properties, but the index angles are in the standard
name of the probe.
 Calibrated Checked only if the tool has been calibrated and therefore usable for measurement
 Calibrated date Date of last calibration
Requalify button. Users can use this option to requalify active tool. requalify () I++ command is sent to the
I++Server which will perform calibration of the tool.
Update button. When clicked the system queries to Server all defined tools and update the list. Actually this is
not necessary because every change at Server side is automatically cached and refreshes the view.

5.2.2

Project
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5.2.2.1

Function overview

This activity tool bar button becomes active when a measuring project is currently opened.
It is possible to open a project from the “Start Page” section (3): see 5.1. or the “File” menu:
see 4.3.1.
This is the actual core of Tangram where actualize the measurement of a part.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Activities toolbar hide/unhide button; see 5.2.
Program hide/unhide button: it makes visible or hides the part-program window
Features hide/unhide button: it makes visible or hides the geometrical features window
Screen Output area: here the user can see output values of the selected element features.
Status Bar: in this section the user can quickly check the position of the current tool
always in MCS, the connection status, thermal information about part and environment,
tool deflection in case of SP25 scanning head is utilized.
6. Feature information (info) hide/unhide button: it makes visible or hides the “Info”
window that summarize all the most important geometrical characteristics of the
currently selected part-program feature.
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1. Name of the selected element.
2. Reference System: clicking on it the user can retrace the genesis of the reference;
that is other references and elements and so on.
3. Reference plane: defined during the creation of the feature. The number of actual
measured point net of filtering and outliers removal is also visible.
4. Characteristic window: here are visible all the feature geometrical data, but
recalculated according to the currently selected Reference System; that is no
necessarily the which was used to create the feature.
5. Graphical interactive view: here the user has a preview of the form error
distribution. Zoom and Pan function are enabled.
6. Extended interactive graphical view: clicking on the icon the user can open the
following window; an example concerning a circle is the most representetive:
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(1) Here the form error is split up above and below a “zero” line represented by
the theoretical shape. Blue is for positive direction and light purple is for
negative. The number of positive or negative points is also present. Same colors
are used in the graphical view. The user can also activate whiskers and point
number labels in menu (2). Zoom (Mouse Scroll), Pan (Mouse Left) and 3d orbit
(Mouse Right) functions are enabled. The Reference System present in the
window is that of the feature.
7. Output summary: here are visible all the active output modes see (5.2.2.4)
8. Multiple info icon: it allows to freeze the current info window and transfer it to a
new, making able the operator to select another feature in the part program and
make comparison or other analysis.
7. Model/Graphic Explorer hide/unhide button: it makes visible or hides the window (7)
where the user can select which part-program feature is visible in the main CAD view
(8); included CAD models, sections, tool path, nominal points, whiskers, item labels,
etc. etc.
Features can be filtered by name using the bar (7a).
8. CAD view: if the 3d CAD functions are active see (4.1. point 7); here the user have a
3d view of the part-program.
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9. CAD tool-bar: together with the 3d view here are available the Tangram CAD tools,
including load or delete models, make 3d CAD alignment, make 3d model sections,
create geometrical elements starting from the model, etc. etc.
10. CAD snap tool-bar: here are available object-snap that make easier the screen
selection of geometrical feature directly on the CAD model.
11. Control panel: here follows a description of the main commands:

1. Start part-program execution from the beginning.
2. Start part-program execution from the position of the cursor in the part program
window (12).
3. Activates a cyclic execution of the part program; if the number of cycles is “0”
executions are infinite.
4. Stop the part-program execution
5. “Dry-Run” mode: enabling this option the part-program execution will be
“theoretical” without machine probing and without update of actual values.
Output will be regularly produced using the last actual values.
6. Tool path graphical view: enabling this option the path of the tool will be visible
on the CAD-view, including tool changing knots.
7. Stepped Execution: Tangram will ask for confirmation to continue the execution
of a feature during the program run.
12. Cursor position: part program features order may be changed by drag and drop or by
cut and paste function (right click menu); if an illogical sequence occurs an error will
be shown.
13. View selection: here the user can select the CAD comparison view or the List View of
the Project that includes all the created features (including tools) and default features
(including CMM working planes and axis). Features can be inserted in the part-program
by drag and drop.
14. Reference system selection: this scroll menu includes all the reference systems
present in the project, the selected one will be presented as default during every feature
creation and it is pointed out in the CAD view. The default reference System is MCS
(Machine Coordinates System) related to CMM home position.
15. Tool selection: this scroll menu includes all the calibrated probes present in the active
tool head (see 5.2.1.1) ; independently from the cluster they belong to.
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If the selection ”jumps” from one cluster to another a tool change will be requested
(automatic if a tool rack is configurated or manual only if not):

It must be operator care to position the machine in a place where the tool change is
manually possible or the safe position of the rack is accessible without crash.
16. CAD view options tool-bar: here the user can make generically visible or not element
labels, reference systems, tool path, whiskers and the current tool. There are also
present view options and zoom functions. All off these are available if the the CAD is
“on” (see 4.1 point 7). Specific option for each project feature are editable in the
“Model Explorer” (see point 7.)
17. Commands bar:

1. Joystick move following the currently selected coordinates system: (see 5.2.2. –
14). The movement will be executed considering the currently selected tool (see
5.2.2 – 15) and coordinates are related to the tool center.
2. Direct Move: following the currently selected coordinates system: (see 5.2.2. –
14). The movement will be executed considering the currently selected tool (see
5.2.2 – 15) and coordinates are related to the tool center; but, in this case joystick
is not active and target coordinates have to be entered by keyboard:

Selecting this mode coordinates will be
incremental.

Selecting this mode coordinates will be absolute.
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3. Mirror current project:
This function allows to obtain a mirrored version
of the current measurement project. The reference
plane can be established in two ways:

Selecting an existing plane previously
created in the project using the scroll menu (1).

Entering the coordinates of an origin (X,
Y, Z) and the Cx, Cy, Cz (i, j, k) of the vector
applied to that origin in order to simulate the
normal of a reference plane (2).

In the window below (3) will be exposed a “Criticity” level of the mirroring
process related to each one of the involved tools. This will be an help to the user
to review tool paths during movements between project features.

4. Magnify: This function just magnifies what is visible in the program window and
in the features window ( 2 and 3)

5. IGES points export:
This function creates an IGES file
containing the measured points of a
the selected element (1) related to the
specified reference system (2). The
exported points may be “surface
points” (compensated) or “center tool
points” (not compensated). The IGES
file can be imported by a CAD
software for analysis.
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6. Temperature Parameters: this is the main panel to check and set all the thermal
compensation parameters, involving CMM axis and part. This topic will be
explored in the chapter 5.2.2.2.

7. Pallet management: see dedicated chapter 5.2.2.7
8. Disable Tool Changer for the Next Tool Selction: see 5.2.1.4.

18. Current CAD model reference: here is shown the reference used to perform the
alignment of the imported CAD model. For details see the chapter dedicated to the
CAD management and aligning.
19. Program bar:
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1. New Program: current program is closed and an empty one brings up. An empty
program includes only one item: the MCS reference system that's the default
coordinate system active in a new program.
2. Open Program: the list of program in the current project is shown to select the one to
open.

3. Delete program: the current program will be deleted (a confirmation box will
appear).
4. Save / Save as Program: current program is saved as it is or with a new name. Before
saving a program, the current project is saved too because they are strictly
connected: all the items in a program makes reference to an element in the Data
Collector.
5. Pallet manager: see 5.2.2.6.
6. Output protocol: see 5.2.2.4.
7. Title bar: by double click on this area the user can rename the current program (only
for Tangram V5 relases).

8. Inspection number: here the user can manually set the inspection number that is also
visible in the protocol header (see 4.3.2.2. - Header).
20. Program “Easter-Eggs” bar: see 5.2.2.9.

5.2.2.2

Thermal Compensation

Introduction
We know that thermal deformation is very complex matter related not only to the material but
also to the geometry, production technique and environment condition. So it can only be
addressed in a dedicated way for each piece. For this reason, we face the topic in a heuristic
way with a number of adjustments that vary from situation to situation. The thermal
compensation takes care of correction of the machine (axes) and correction of the part.
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Axes correction
It is applied separately to the three machine axes. For each axis it is performed applying in sequence
compensations derived from the axis structure. We considered up to 3 offset in the structure:

 𝑋  distance of the position to correct from the constrain point (fixing point) of the scale
 𝑋  distance of the scale fixing point from the beam fixing point
 𝑋  distance of the beam fixing point in case of beam bound to another beam (Z-axis
case)

We indicate:







Ksc  scale thermal coefficient
K1  beam1 thermal coefficient (material 1)
K2  beam2 thermal coefficient (material 2)
ΔTsc = (Scale temperature – Reference temperature 20°)
ΔT1 = (Beam1 temperature - Reference temperature 20°)
ΔT2 = (Beam2 temperature - Reference temperature 20°)

Thus the compensated position𝑋 of the value read on the axis scale 𝑋 is:
𝑋 = 𝑋 + (𝑋 - 𝑋 ) * Ksc * ΔTsc + 𝑋 * K1 * ΔT1 + 𝑋 * K2 * ΔT2
In simplified cases, where the measuring time is short compared to thermal events, the effect
on offsets may be disregarded.
I.e. the formula becomes:
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𝑋 = 𝑋 + (𝑋 - 𝑋 ) * Ksc * ΔTsc
Part Correction
Concerning the thermal expansion of the Part, because we know it strictly depends on the
peculiarities of the part and a general algorithm is unthinkable, we look for a solution that
can be applicable to each part and based on “experience” parameters. We start from the
concept that the environment temperature has effect on the thermal expansion of the part,
so starting from the measured temperature difference (from 20°) of part and air we define
what we call: “equivalent ΔT”:

∆𝑇

= ∆𝑇 + 𝐾 𝑇 − 𝑇

+𝐾 𝑇 −𝑇

where:

𝑇

= air temperature

𝑇

= part temperature

𝐾 and 𝐾 = constant values to establish experimentally
Then the compensated length 𝐿 ° of a part of measured lenght 𝐿

𝐿

°

=𝐿

1−𝐾

∑

will be:

∆𝑇
𝑛

where:

𝐿
𝐿

°

=Length of the part at metrological reference temperature (20°C) (output)
=Length of the part at measurement temperature (Input)

𝐾 = thermal coefficient of the workpiece material
n

= number of sensor applied to the workpiece

Very important can be also the point where the part is fixed, the invariant point of the
fixture system. This is the point not subject to thermal deformation, starting from which the
thermal deformation occurs.
The calculations above are based on a 𝐿 measured from the invariant point
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Keep in mind that if the measurement cycle time is short compared to the time of thermal
events, the concept of invariant point may be disregarded and the lengths may be used as
they are without using their differential to the invariant point coordinates.

Tangram must implement the interface that is necessary to introduce all the required
parameters for each part (i.e. each project in Tangram structure):

- coefficient of thermal expansion for each sensor
- 𝐾 , 𝐾 experimental values (if non linear compensation is not used both must be 0)
Coordinates of invariant point (in Machine Coordinate System).

Prediction of temperature
Sometimes the time required to the sensor to reach the actual temperature from the
moment it is in contact to of a workpiece is critical. This can be due to the sensor model or
the application itself. Typically, the application consists of:
1. Place the workpiece
2. Close the fixture, if necessary
3. START to measure
The interval from 1 to 3 could be not enough for the sensor to reach the real temperature
value, so we introduced an option to estimate the real temperature before the sensor is
able to provide it.
The trend we observed is the following:
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Figure 1

The idea is to identify the temperature trend according to the newton's law of heating
described by the formula:

𝑑𝑇
= 𝑘 (𝑇 − 𝑇)
𝑑𝑡

Where 𝑇 is the current temperature given by the sensor, 𝑇 is the real temperature
(temperature of the workpiece to measure) and 𝑘 is the constant to evaluate.
The differential equation results in an exponential function:

𝑇 =𝑇 − 𝑇 −𝑇

𝑒

∗(

)

The trend you can see in figure 1 in case of 𝑇 = 40 °C and 𝑇 = 20 °C.
In our application some measurements are taken at the start moment in such a way to have
a number of points in the diagram and obtain by bestfit the parameters of the equation.
We have the first point (𝑡 = 0, 𝑇 ) and n following points and we look for the
parameters k , 𝐴 e 𝑇 of the equation:

𝑇 = 𝑇 − 𝐴𝑒
Then we use 𝑇 temperature in the thermal compensation algorithm.
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Temperature compensation in Tangram

Configuration (see also 4.1 - 8)
In the configuration form, compensation panel, select the I_TBOX02 or I_TBOX03 device. It
allows managements of many sensors, up to 10 for each destination (10 for X axis, 10 for Y
axis, 10 for Z axis, 10 for the part, optional 10 for X slave axis, optional 10 for Y slave axis,
optional 10 for Z slave axis) plus an additional sensor for the air.
Then select the interval between two readings and the COM port. Enable/disable the
reading during a part program run. Concerning this point there are different opinions
about, we advise not to enable the reading when the program is running because the
granularity of the sensor environment may make the system less accurate then using a
temperature not perfectly precise.

In Tangram, the thermal coefficients and all the other parameters involved in thermal
correction defined in the above sections can be set by clicking the
toolbar (see 5.2.2.1. point 17).

button on the top

The following panel brings up:
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The relevant parameters can be set in the white panels.
Moreover :
 the thermal compensation can be activated or not with the checkbox at the bottom
 the sensors reading can be disabled while maintaining active the compensation.
This situation occurs in case of manual reading of temperature that can be written in
the column “value”.
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“TempSensor” Element
This function provides run-time modification of the active sensors. Users can operate this
modification selecting “TempSensor” in the “Program Element” left panel. In the element
window the list of connected sensors appears with a check-box allowing enable/disable of
each probe.
After this element is executed only the enabled sensors are used for the thermal
compensation of the measurements that follow.
Besides, it is possible to modify the set of sensors applied for temperature compensation
during the program sequence.

Setting the "Show not available" option is possible to have all the possible sensors listed
(even not phisically connected) and also enabling sensors not yet connected that will be
added in the future. The "Update" column allow to perform a new reading in the moment this
element is executed.
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5.2.2.3

Output configuration

What mentioned in the chapter 4.3.2.2. (System settings: Peripheral output) is to set default
output, but is also possible and usefull set for every part program which feature has to be
output; then, which characteristic and in which mode (see 5.2.2.4.).

By right clicking on the program title bar (1) is possible to activate the general output
creation and collecting by the two checks (3).
The “Output Properties” (2) menu is identical to which described in 4.3.2.2 but exclusively
related to the current program; so, each part-program in the project must have his specific
output settings configurated and activated.
A particular description of the “Custom Output” is in 5.2.2.5.
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5.2.2.4

Output Protocol

With right click on a part-program feature (1) the
user can enter the “Output Protocol” menu (2).

In the Characteristics Window (1) the user can chose which geometrical characteristic must
be output. Each feature has his distinctive ones.
The default protocol for each feature can be set by the System Settings menu: Output
Protocol (see 4.3.2.2).
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Clicking on the second column (2) the following output options are available; the first four
are commonly used:
 None:
no output
 Mea:
theoretical and measured values
 Dev:
theoretical and deviation values
 OOT:
theoretical, measured, deviation values and, the Out Of Tolerance
amount
One of these options can be set to all by the buttons in section (3).
After selecting the geometrical characteristics, the user can set the output mode clicking on
the section (5) icons. For details see 4.3.2.2.
The selected modes are also visible and editable here (1):

5.2.2.5
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As told in 5.2.2.1. – 4, clicking on the “Output” bar (1) the user can get a measurement report
of all the features that have the “Screen” output mode activated (see 5.2.2.4. – 5).
Clicking with the right button on the output field the following menu (2) appears:

 Clear List: removes all the output on screen
 Export in Excel: selecting this option the screen output will be translated into a Excel
file.

This file must be manually saved by the user.
 Save As: this command opens a widget that allows the user to save the Screen Report
as a file. Different formats are available: PDF, HTML, txt.
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 Print: directly sends the Screen Report to the System printer.
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5.2.2.6

Custom Output

Overview
A new powerful reporting channel has been added to the Tangram output management:
Custom. It allows the user to have a customized report with great flexibility.

 The field Template points to the file that describes the layout. See next paragraph for

details.
 Path indicates the final location as for the other formats
 Peculiarity of this format: the Extention is configurable.
 This output channel is subjected to the choice of "collect output".
The report file is created if it does not exist, while if the file is already present, the new
results are appended to it.

Template Structure
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The template file must be created using any editor. It includes three sections. Each section
starts with the name of the section enclosed in square brackets.
[LABELS]
This section includes the list of elements fields that can be in output. For example:
X=X
Y=Y
Z=0
DIAM=DIA
RAD=12
ANGB=9
FLAT=8
CIRLTY= RND
…..
On left of = is the identifier of the field
On right of = is the symbol that will be in the report to identify this field.
All the field names not in the list will follow the standard Tangram default name.
[FORMAT]
This section includes parameters to define the values format.
DecimalSeparator = .
FloatWidth = 11
FloatPrecision = 6
Date =
Any value can be specified with its own format and, if not specified, the format comes from
this section.
If the above parameters are not specified in this section, the default Tangram format will be
used.
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Format Date.

The following (non-Asian) formatting character strings can be used in the Formatting string:
y = Year last 2 digits
yy = Year last 2 digits
yyyy = Year as 4 digits
m = Month number no-leading 0
mm = Month number as 2 digits
mmm = Month using ShortDayNames (Jan)
mmmm = Month using LongDayNames (January)
d = Day number no-leading 0
dd = Day number as 2 digits
ddd = Day using ShortDayNames (Sun)
dddd = Day using LongDayNames (Sunday)
ddddd = Day in ShortDateFormat
dddddd = Day in LongDateFormat

c = Use ShortDateFormat + LongTimeFormat
h = Hour number no-leading 0
hh = Hour number as 2 digits
n = Minute number no-leading 0
nn = Minute number as 2 digits
s = Second number no-leading 0
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ss = Second number as 2 digits
z = Milli-sec number no-leading 0s
zzz = Milli-sec number as 3 digits
t = Use ShortTimeFormat
tt = Use LongTimeFormat

am/pm = Use after h : gives 12 hours + am/pm
a/p = Use after h : gives 12 hours + a/p
ampm = As a/p but TimeAMString,TimePMString
/ = Substituted by DateSeparator value
: = Substituted by TimeSeparator value

[BODY]

This is the core section where the complete layout is specified.
All the desired values are output following the order specified in this section.
In the report can be included:






Special string  words that starts with “&” and end with “;” are special char
Direct string values  go in the report as they are
Functions  must be specified between “< >” brackets.
System variables  must be specified between “< >” brackets.
See below the list of available variables.
They can be of one of three types:
o Date  with an optional parameter specifying the format
(see above Format Date)
o Strings  with an optional parameter specifying the length (filling with
spaces)
o Numbers  specified with 0/1/2 parameters
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actual()
Actual value with standard format
actual(precision)
Actual value with ‘precision’ number of decimal in the format
actual(precision, width)
Actual value written with ‘width’ total number of digit and ‘precision’
number of decimal in the format.
Put a “-“ symbol before width means left justify instead default right
justify.

Special Character
Special Characters are the ones that cannot be used directly in the body texts because they
have special uses.
For example “<” means the start of a function or a variable. To write it in the texts you must
use “&lt;” instead.
&amp;

&

&lt;

<

&gt;

>

&nbsp;

(nonbreaking space)

&#number;

ASCII char (replace number with the ascii code)
ie: &#43; -> +

Functions
Moreover the information can be structured by using a number of clauses
Here following are the keyword to use for clauses description:
</br>

Break. Next line

</tab>

Add a tabulation

<foreach (var)> {…}

Repeat the action included in brackets for each item
of the specified type

Where var can be:

-

execution  execution of program i.e. for
each inspection
header  item of the header
element  geometric element selected for
output
field  field of element selected for output
rawdata  measured point of the measured
element selected for output
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<indent (var)>
Where var can be:

It defines the indentation level of following lines of
the report. Each indentation is equal to a twocharacters space.

-

a sequence of + to increment current
indentation
- a sequence of - to increment current
indentation
- a number to specify the how many
indentation
<label (var)>
Where var can be:

-

Returns the field text defined on the [LABELS]
section

Field
OutputField

List of System Variables
- PROGRAM variables – within foreach(execution) block
 ProgramName
 Inspection
 StartTime
 EndTime
 Header– See “HEADER variables”
- HEADER variables - within foreach(Header) block
 ID
 Caption
 Value
- ELEMENT variables - within foreach(element) block
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Name
TypeName
CreationReference
Fields – See “FIELD variables”
RawData – See “Point variables”
RawDataCompensated – See “Point variables”

- FIELD Variables - within foreach(field) block
 Protocol
 Field
 OutputField
 Status
 StatusSigned
 DeviationPercentage
 BandPercentage
 BandGraph
 Measured
 Nominal
 Deviation
 UpperTolerance
 LowerTolerance
 UpperCriticity
 LowerCriticity
 Oot
 Uncertainty
 ETZ
 TZBand
- POINTS Variables - within foreach(RawData) or foreach(RawDataCompensated)

block









Index (it is the counter starting from 1)
X
Y
Z
I
J
K
Error
Tip (indicates the radius of the tip)
Example
[body]
<foreach(execution)>{
AAAA</br>
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FStart</br>
<StartTime(dd:mm:yyyy)>,<StartTime(hh:mm:ss)></br>
<foreach(element)>{
<foreach(field)>{
<name> <label(<OutputField>)> <deviation(6, 12)>
</br>
}
}
}

This body template produces the following report:
AAAA
FStart
14:06:2015,17:49:07
61_loc LOC

0.079578

Circle309 X

0.001809

Circle309 Y

0.002087

Circle309 DIA
309_loc LOC

0.002073
0.005524

Circle63 X

0.000594

Circle63 Y

-0.002798

Circle63 DIA
63_loc LOC
Epaisseur 0

0.002710
0.005720
0.011188
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Planéitè pièce 0

0.001622

Entraxe 1000-1001 0 -0.002583
1_Htr X

0.000660

1_Htr Y

0.003056

1_Htr 0

-0.007090

1_Htr_Frg 0

0.005649

0_Htr X

0.000836

0_Htr Y

0.001058

0_Htr 0

-0.005815

0_Htr_Frg 0

0.005808

6_Htr X

0.000007

6_Htr Y

0.000519

6_Htr 0

-0.005385

6_Htr_Frg 0

0.009562

5.2.2.7

Pallet management

Define Pallets
When the Pallet function is enabled in Tangram, one more button will appear on the main
toolbar, to manage pallets:

when you click it the first time, the following panel brings up:
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Click on the

to add one more pallet definition.

One Pallet is defined by:
 Name
 Kind of Pallet.
At the moment only “Grid” pallet is available that means the parts have a matrix
distribution.
In the next future also “Circular” pallet will be introduced.
Both are 2D definitions
 Coordinate System Reference. On which the directions and steps are defined.
Normally this as a System Reference set on a corner of the Pallet.
 Geometrical definition, i.e. for the two lines of distribution on the grid:
o Direction
o Number of repetitions
o Step between one position and the other
 How to walk in the grid, i.e. line by line with same direction

or line by line by a

“snake” path
The user can define more Pallets and chose the right one, case by case.
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Use

button to remove a pallet from the list.

Move the check along the list to choose the current Pallet .

Using a Pallet
When there are definitions of pallets, in the Program title bar appears the Pallet icon:
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When you click on it, the current pallet definition is shown:

Here you can see the path and the boxes represent the positions of the pieces.
Orange box means part present, Grey box means part non present in that position.
Click on the boxes to set where there are parts in the pallet.
This configuration is stored in the program and will be recalled when you reload it.
Run time
Very often there are elements in a program to be repeated on a pallet, that must be executed
one time only once at the beginning of the cycle or at the end of the cycle.
For this reason, there are two elements in the "Program elements" group dedicated to pallet
management. They limit the part of the program that must be repeated.
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PalletizeOn  says the part of the program to be repeated start from here
PaletizeOff  says from here on, the elements will be run only after all the pieces on the
pallet has been measured.

Each measurement of a part in a pallet is independent and has an independent report. As if it
had been executed individually.
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5.2.2.8

Program utilities

Clicking with right button on a part program feature some short-cuts will be available in a
pop-up menu.

“Cut and Paste” serves to change feature position
respecting the “constraints of genesis”. A feature
can also be moved by “Drag and Drop”.
Clone feature function (see 5.2.2.8.)

See 5.2.2.4.
See 6.2.2.
Feature property menu (see 6.)

1. Breakpoint: assigning it to a feature; a programmed stop will be carried out when that
feature occurs during the part-program execution:

The user may decide if stop the part-program or continue its running.
2. Hide: command totally excludes a feature from the part-program without removing it.
An hidden feature is “frozen” then it will not be updated during execution.
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3. Group: create a “compactable” group of features :

5.2.2.9

Clone function for Features

Selecting a feature and operating “Copy and Paste” by the menu mentioned in 5.2.2.7. the
user can create a linear repetition. It is valid for Measured Features and Movements only.

1. The name: will be automatically incremented according to the specified number of
copies.
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2. Translation Offset: each copy may have an incremented origin position. Offset can be
linear only.
3. Number of Clones: it is the number of copies that will be created.

5.2.2.10 Program “Easter Eggs” functions

These commands have an interface under development which can be activated by the “Labs”
menu (see how to activate in 6.2.5.2.).
“Easter Eggs” functions are generally used to assign setting starting from a “Source” element
that serves as model; or to change the Alignment of a Feature (otherwise impossible).
In the section “Only for Developer” the user can activate these special buttons (reboot of the
project is needed):

1

2

In order to make the buttons visible, the user still need to enter in “Debug Mode”, by the
right-click menu of the Program title bar:
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Right click

Settings assignement from a Feature:
1. Select the Source Feature in the part-program by placing the cursor on it (see 5.2.2.1. –
12).
2. Press “Source” button (1).
3. Select the Destination Feature in the part-program.
4. Press one of the “Paste” buttons (2) in order to assign the corrisponding Source setting
to the Destination:
5. Open the Destination Feature and press “OK” or operate a “Dry-Run” of the program.

Alignment assignment:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Select the Source Reference System in the part program.
Press “Source” button (1).
Select the Destination Feature in the part-program.
Press “Paste Reference” button
Open the Destination Feature and press “OK” or operate a “Dry-Run” of the program.

6 Measured Geometrical features
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Measured features have a Green icon. All of them have three main sections:

General sheet of the feature including the reference system, working
plane, compensation parameters, and a summary of the nominal and actual
characteristics

Nominal path: that is commanded to the tool in order to get the actual
measured points. Here are also present: measuring options (speeds,
approach/retract and search distances), filter options, anisotropy
compensation and inheriting menu.

Actual path: is the actual version of the nominal one. Both actual and
nominal path coordinates are related to the tool center.

6.1 General definition Sheet overview

This sheet is visible in Creation Mode (when learning points) and in Properties Mode (when
open it after creation).
A description of the settings common to all the measured features will follow:
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1. Name: Automatically created adding a crescent number to the prefix, for example
"Point". It can be changed in creation mode or by “F2” button after selecting the feature
in the List View or Part Program Window (see 5.2.2.1 point 2 and 13).

2. Datum mode: activating this function the element become a geometrical “Datum” so it
can be recalled in True Position calculation. The name letter can be changed clicking on
it or entering by keyboard.
3. The Reference System: this scroll menu includes all the available reference systems
(previously created). The default selection is the current one (shown in the Main Tool
Bar). The reference system can be changed only in creation mode.
4. Processing mode: this menu allows the user to select which mathematical processing
mode will be used to define the final element then its geometrical characteristic. Each
element has its possible processing modes. A list of those present will follow:
 Gauss: the most commonly used for 2d and 3d features; it implements a
normalization of the measured points according to the Gauss normal distribution
theorem. It is the default processing mode.
 Gauss with constrained diameter: proper of circle or arcs, it allow the user to set a
theoretical diameter in the characteristic box (9). This operation together with
Gauss processing makes more stable the element definition especially if the
explored area is reduced or with few points.
 Chebyshev: it implements a normalization of the measured points according to
the theorem of Chebyshev. It is used for circle (internal/external) and it find
application in the diameter measurement for mechanical coupling.
 Min circumscribed and Max inscribed: this processing method is useful for
defining a diameter considering the effect that the form error can have but not
averaging it in sizing. The output diameter will be the “physical” max or min
diameter obtained from the measured points. This method find application in
mechanical couplings check or to simulate “plug-gauge”.
5. Work Plane: it is the nominal lying/projection plane of the element. These planes are
related to the selected Reference System. The projection plane will be parallel to the
selected one at the location of the measured element. In case of line it is the secant
plane. The option “With projection” will transfer the element to the projection plane at
the location of the Reference System. It is also possible select a previously created
plane (probed or theoretical) by the scroll menu.
6. Tip Compensation on-off: Enable/Disable tip radius compensation. If disabled the tool
will considered as the centre obtained during calibration; then the measured points will
correspond to the actual tool path not compensated toward the contact surface.
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7. Options:
 Check Part not Found: It is the condition when the part is not found during cnc
execution. The operation allows the user to control this condition instead of
giving error and stop the program. This condition can be put into an IF, IF_ELSE
objects, causing a flow course.
 Theoretical definition: this is for defining nominal feature. It produces skipping
of the check of right number of probed points. (Available only in Creation
Mode).
 Error threshold: it allows to introduce a form threshold for automatic
measurement that when surpassing will output an advice to the operator. The
purpose of this option is to avoid rough error, may be due to some burse on the
part.
8. Probed points Counter: it increases when a point is acquired and decrease when a point
is manually deleted.
9. Feature characteristic: Nominal/Actual/Tolerance limits are shown for meaningful
characteristic of a line feature:
 X, Y, Z: Coordinates of the point or of the feature centre
 CX, CY, CZ: Unit Vector representing the feature direction (outward bound)
 ANGXY, ANGYZ, ANGZX: feature direction expressed by angles
 “DIMENSION” (diameter, radius, length): it is the calculated dimension of
the feature. It depends on the probed points, processing mode, filters,
compensation.
 F: Form Error of the feature. It is the difference between the most distant and the
closest among the processed points. The reference is the feature resultant center
or a reference element derived from the average of the measured points
themselves. Depending on the feature “F” may be: circularity, flatness, linearity
etc. etc.
 SIGMA: Standard deviation of the measured points
 TP: True Position evaluation
Line identified with this icon

is dedicated to the “actual” values (measured

values). The line below:
is dedicated to the nominal values that can be entered by
keyboard or obtained from the nominals by double click on the corresponding actual
value.
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The line with this icon
is dedicated to the Tolerance
definition. Clicking on the cell the user can chose among the
previously created tolerance parameter (see Tolerance Definition
9.).

10. Bottom check boxes: following options are available:
 Add to Program: in creation mode, enables to add the new element in the
program.
 Add to Output: causes the results output when the element is closed. This option
does not manage output during part program execution. See 5.2.2.3 – 5.2.2.4. to
set output options.
 Repeat Element: when set, during learning causes a reopen of the same type of
feature after closing (OK).
11. Raw data tolerance: It forces a maximum rate of change in the point error, thinking
that, considering the manufacturing process, the change of error for length can’t be over
a reasonable value.
12. Anisotropy compensation: this advanced compensation process is available for circles
measurement only. It is based on the reality that a trigger measuring head does not
produce a uniform point acquisition independently form the probing direction. The
classic anisotropy error is a three-lobed shape found on a ring gauge. Tangram
compensation is based on the harmonic analysis of a round form (UPR) measured on a
ring-gauge (considered perfect). The greater is the number of probed points, the more
accurate is the radial distribution used to compensate the anisotropy anomaly. For more
details see the chapter dedicated to run-time Tool Settings (10.9.).
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6.1.1

Tip Compensation settings and Feature Orientation “Bestfit”

13. Tip compensation direction; Guess orientation and Offsets: depending on the type of
feature, one of these three windows will be present:
 Point and Line: Tip Radius compensation direction

Auto: will use the measuring approach direction to compensate.
Axis: will use the selected axis direction according to the Reference System of
the fiature.
Customized: the operator can enter the compensation vector by i, j, and k cosine.
 Cylinder, Cone and Torus: Guess orientation
In this case the tip compensation is calculated from the measured feature structure
and is the same for all the measured points.

No specific points distribution is required for the Cylinder calculation. So when
measuring critical cylinders from the point of view of points distribution (for
example: taking a small portion of the feature or there is a symmetry in the point
distribution) there could be a wrong result. In this condition is
recommended giving guideline to the algorithm through a direction as a starting
approximation.
Auto: no need of starting direction (default)
Axis: cylinder axis near to a coordinate axis (according to the feature Reference
System).
Customized: cylinder axis orientation near to a specific vector manually input.
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By first 3 points: cylinder axis approximatively oriented normally to the plane
calculated by first three probed points.
Parallel to a line or perpendicular to a plane: the last options allows the operator
to select an existing feature to define the Geuss orientation.
 Plane: 3 points offset plane:

A Plane by three points can be calculated giving distances for each of them from
the resultant plane.
The calculated plane will be far from the
points of the input distances.
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6.1.2
Projection methods and “CAD nominals” option

14. Projection on nominal geometry: for point element there is a special compensation. It
performs a movement of the measured point in such a way to get the deviation of the
measured point respect the nominal one along a specified direction.
There are 4 possibility:
 None: no projection
 Radial Projection (2D): get compensated point along the
radius of the nominal point.

X / Y / Z axis or XY/YZ/ZX coordinate planes projection: get compensated
point along the specified axis direction.
 Normal: get compensated point along a forced nominal vector that is outward
bound and perpendicular to the probed surface. The cosines of this vector must be
inserted in the feature characteristics box (9).


15. CAD nominals: features like Point and Point Cloud or Curve and Surface (free
shapes) have the opportunity to get their nominals projecting the measured points on a
CAD model surface (previously aligned; see 11.2.2.). The compensation vector will be
perpendicular to the CAD surface and passing through the nominal point.
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6.2 Nominal Path Sheet Overview

This sheet is visible in Creation Mode (when learning points) and in Properties Mode (when
open it after creation). From here a Path Generator wizard is available to create to tool path.
A description of the settings common to all the measured features will follow:
1. Total numbering of points: a sequence number will be assigned to all the path points
independently form their type.
2. Measured Points numbering: a sequence number will be assigned only to the Measured
points.
3. Type:
1. Pos: clearence point
2. Mea: measure point without prepositioning. The tool will get the nominal probing
position without reduce the speed through the approach distance.
3. PMea: measure point with prepositioning. In this case the approach distance will
be considered.
4. HMea: measure point with the indexable Head (PH10). If the checkbox near
columns A and B (representing then index angles; see 5.2.1.2) is activated the
Head will get that attitude and measure at the specified coordinates, otherwise
there will be not A and B change before approach the point.
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4. X,Y,Z: these are the the coordinates of each point of the tool path. Coordinates are
refered to the element Reference System and related to the tool center.
5. Cx, Cy, Cz: these are the cosines of the approach direction vector; which usually is
perpendicular to the surface.
6. Name of the tool: it indicates the tool that will be used to measure.
7. Action buttons: the frame is active only running in movement by movement mode (see
5.2.2.1. – 11 – 7)
Continue without stoping any more
Go to next step
8. Inherit points: allows the user to get points from already present in the project
measured elements. See 6.2.1.
9. Path Generator: each measured feature has a dedicated Path Generator with proper
settings and requirements. See 6.2.3.
10. Measure Parameters: this menu is sum up measure settings like speed, distances, etc.
etc. (see 6.2.2.) except for scanning parameters. Main default values can be set in the
CMM configuration menu (see 4.1. - 6)
11. Filter settings: see 6.2.4.
12. Scan mode Enable button: see 6.2.5.1.
13. Scan Attributes menu: see 6.2.5.1.
14. Acquisition mode selection: the user can manually probe part program feature
selecting the “Manual” mode instead of “CNC”. It is useful when the feature position in
the machine volume is not precisely note. This method may be used to locate the part
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and get a “pre-alignment” avoiding to set very large approach/search distances. When a
“Manual” feature is executed this window will appear:
1. Tool indicator: here is visible the tool selected during the feature definition and it
must be used for the manual probing. If different tools are planned to be used the
indicator will be updated.
2. Current CMM coordinates: these coordinates are related to the feature reference
system.
3. Target: this graphic support may help the user to get the nominal position and
follow the approach direction in order to avoid a too inaccurate acquisition
4. Point counter: a “Manual” element may have more than one point. If the user
realizes that he has made a mistake, it is possible to delete the last probed point or
all of them; then restart.
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6.2.1

Create features by “Inheriting”

Inherit points: allows the user to get points from already present in the project measured
elements. “Inherited” feature will be automatically linked to the source and updated during
execution. There will be not probing, but only a reprocess of the source points according to
what specified in the General sheet. “Inherited” feature may have different Reference
System, processing mode, nominals, tolerances, filters, output settings, etc. etc.
Selecting inherit the windows below is displayed over:

The user can select among the existing features in the box (1) and move them to the
destination box (2) using the arrows in the center of the window.
The inheriting process takes “raw” measured points it means without any tip radius
compensation; because, the user is allowed to create an “inherited” feature using other ones
probed with various tools. After that the compensation options (3) are the following:
Original: inherited points will be compensated according to the geometrical nature of the
feature which inherits and considering the tip radius value of the tool that probed the points in
the source feature.
Compensated: inherited points will be considered already compensated. This option is needed
when the source features are probed with different tools.
Advanced: in case the user intends to create an “Inherited” circle using two or more circular
segments (arcs) probed with different tools:

In this case Tangram will take into account the different tool tip radiuses and will compensate
the “eccentricity” of the circular segments due to the different relationship of the tools respect
to the calibration sphere.
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Inherited points are already processed with the Filter options set in the source element. If the
user plans to use the Inheriting function, it is recommended to disable any Filter process in
the source feature and eventually apply it in the inherited one

6.2.2

Measurement parameters

Distances (expressed in millimeters):
 Approach: it is the pre-position (respect to the nominal destination) distance run
at reduced speed along i,j,k direction. Along this gap the CMM expects to find
“material” and probe.
 Search: it is the distance beyond the nominal position where the tool still expects
to find material always at reduced speed.
 Retract: after contact the machine moves back according to this value along the
same approach direction.
 Blending: this property can be enabled/disabled. When enabled it is the fillet
radius joining two adjacent move segments.
Motion (expressed in percentage of the maximum values set in the CMM Control
configuration file or stored directly in the Control):
 Move Speed: velocity in moving
 Measure Speed: velocity during measure (trigger measure)
 Move Acceleration: acceleration performing a positioning movement
 Measure Acceleration: acceleration performing a measuring movement
Clearance:
 In/Out distances: while approach and retract distances are along the measuring
direction (perpendicular to the surface) in this case they are along the feature
direction/axis. No material is expected to be find during In/Out clearance
movements.
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6.2.3

Path Generator for Circles, Arcs and Spheres:

This function produces a nominal tool path starting from a feature “identikit”. The most useful
is the Arc and Circles generator:

1. Tool selector: here is available the tool list of the currently activated head.
2. Approach and retract: distances value (the same set in the Measurement Settings menu)
3. Nominal box: collects all the characteristics useful to identify the feature. The center
coordinates (as indicated in figure), the feature axis direction according to the Work
Plane specified in the General Sheet (see 6.1. – 5) and the diameter.
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4. Strategy box: includes the parameters to define the path. The number of “PMea” must
be higher than the minimum constructive for the feature. The “Starting Direction” is set
by the cosine of the vector that virtually starts from the center and joins the first point
of the path:
This example illustrates
starting direction: +X.

T

The “Start Angle” may be positive or negative and rotates the whole “Pmea” points
pattern around the origin. The “Angle” is the circular portion where the specified point
will be distributed at regular intervals; it starts where the “Starting Angle” ends. These
two parameters may be useful to avoid obstacles or jump unwanted areas. The “Angle”
must be always positive. The path direction may be selected using “CW” (clockwise) or
“CCW” (counterclockwise) options.
Very important is the option: “Inner” (bores) or “Outer” (shaft). It will establish the
approach of the tool and the compensation direction.
The option “Shortest” or “Close to Surface” establish if the path between one “PMea”
point and the following will be the “Shortest-Straight (like in figure) or a circular path
parallel to the feature surface at retract distance. In case of “Outer” measurement the
option is forcedly “Close to Surface”.
“Margin Start Angle” and “Margin End Angle” are a reduction of the “Angle”
previously specified at its extremities.
The “Depth” is an offset of the tool path along the Normal axis direction and starting
from the origin coordinate.
5. “Preview”: button refreshes the CAD view in case of modifications.

Despite there is no macro function to make a scan on a Sphere, it is possible to execute a scan
that moves through the points of the theoretical path. The scan doesn't add any intelligence
and moves in linear mode between points. In this case, for curved surfaces, the amount of
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points dense enough to allow the scanning to move in the best range of probe deflection is a
responsibility of the user (i.e. SP25 well accept deflection between 0.2 and 0.5). This
capability is also available for all elements that accept “Scan on Curve” like cylinders, cones,
planes or curves. The path can be written manually by the user or generated by the auto
measure function.
It is recommended to create the Sphere element taking 5 points manually and press OK to
acquire. In this case the nominal geometry will be defined. Then open the element in property
and “Automeasure”. The procedure will start using the nominal data just acquired.

1. Direction: It is the direction from the center to the top point and it represent the normal
of the plane where the sections will lie.
Even if exists the configuration, the opposite stylus direction will be used as normal.
2. Start Point: Coordinate of a point on the surface that represent the first point of each
section. The height is not important; the points will be projected on the plane to acquire
the radial direction. Useful if not all the surface is reachable.
If the checkbox is disabled the software will automatically choose a direction on the
plane.
3. Up/Low section: Indicate the limit angles of the sections in degree. The value is like
latitude of the word:
 +90: the north pole.
 0: the equator. The maximum diameter of the sphere
 -90: the south pole.
4. Angle: the angle to scan for every section
5. Include Top Point: to acquire also the upper point (+90°)
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6.
7.
8.
9.

Sections: the number of sections to generate
Points for section: the number of points for every section
Clockwise/Counter Clockwise: direction of the scan
Inside/outside: the side of the sphere

Pressing “Generate” the path will replace the previous points.
If CAD is available the path will be visible on screen and the user can easily understand if
the result is what expected.

The path is generated by the nominal of the element. It is possible to change them on the
General Definition Sheet of the Sphere. In order to make them available for the Path
Generator it is necessary to confirm with “OK” button.

The measuring of the sphere may be executed in Scan mode following the created path (see
6.2.5.1).

Path generator is also available for Cylinder and Cone, but:
 In case of Cylinder measurement it is the best solution to Inherit in an empty feature
at least three circles previously created.
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 In case of Cone measurement it is recommended to Inherit at least three lines probed
on its surface along the axis direction. This method will be stable especially in case
of reduced taper or a big diameter of the cone respect to its height.
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6.2.4

Path Generator for Points

The user can select the tool (1) and approach/retract distances (2).
This function allows the user to define a measured point entering its nominal coordinates and
its normal vector (3).
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Unlike defining a point directly by the “Nominal Tool Path”; in this case the coordinates refer
to the “Surface Point” and not the center of the tip; while the vector is the “Feature Direction”
(outward from the surface) and not the approach direction of the tool.
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6.2.5

Filter Settings

Filter settings: when measuring in scanning mode or in trigger mode with “a lot of points”
filter is required to smooth the acquired shape and remove outliers points. In scanning mode
the filter also reduce the noise due to the sliding of the probe on the part surface. The
following is the basic Filter settings window:

1. Coordinate Planes: this box allows the user to “discard” portions of a measured
feature, therefore all the included points. The definition always accords with the
Reference System. For each axis direction the user can define a field by entering
two limits (Max Coordinate and Min Coordinate); all the measured points having
a coordinate major of the max limit and/or minor than the min limit will be
discarded. This is specially used in combination with the “inherit” option.
2. Outliers: is used to reject the points that are far from the best fit geometry, i.e. the
points that have a great form error respect the others. This should be activated to
exclude spurious points of the set i.e. not reliable points. For the Outliers filter
you must set the percentage of points to exclude because they are supposed to be
spurious.
3. SlewRate: comes from electronics. It forces a maximum rate of change in the
point error, thinking that, considering the manufacturing process, the change of
error for length can’t be over a reasonable value. For the Slewrate, the user have
to set the raw data tolerance (see 6.1. – 11):
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If this tolerance is missing the Slewrate option appears disabled.
The meaning of the track bar is to set the limit error rate per length.
Min stands for: 1 * tolerance /element length (or element dimension).
Max stands for : 16 * tolerance /element length (or element dimension)
This is a limit to the angle of the error derivative.
4. Smooth: has the purpose to compensate the statistical error of the measure
machine. The error of every points is recalculated making use also of the errors of
the nearby points. There are three way to perform smoothing: SMA, EMA and
Gauss.

 SMA: simple moving average, means that the neighbors’ error have all the same
weight as the considered point, and it’s independent from the neighbors’ distance.
 EMA: exponential moving average, means there is an exponential rule to evaluate
the neighbor’s error weight, i.e. more the points are far, smaller the weight will be
according to an exponential rule.
 Gauss: the most used, it is based on the gauss bell to evaluate the weights around
the considered points.
Arcs, Lines and Curves have dedicated geometrical filter; or better to say: Specific
Geometrical Filters.
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Arcs
The additional geometric filter for arcs works limiting the points to an arc sector
in the plane and rejecting the points that are outside.

It is allowed only for 2D arcs. The sector is in the plane of the arc with center in
the nominal center coordinates of the arc.
Start angle and the amplitude of the angle are the fields that the user must set.
X, Y and Z shown are the nominal X Y and Z of the arc. You cannot change them
here but in the nominal tab of the element. Only at creation time the user can set
them from here, but remember that the nominal fields will change in the same
way.
Lines
The geometric filter for the line works limiting the used points to a space between
two planes perpendicular to the line and rejecting the points that are outside.

Initial point is the intersection point between the line and the first plane. You can
input coordinates directly or define them through an element chosen in the
dropdown list. Similarly the final point is defined by coordinates or a selected
plane.
Cx, Cy and Cz are the nominal cosines of the line. As with the arc, you can edit
these values at creation time otherwise they are kept from the nominal section
of the element
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The user can bound the line on one side only using the checkboxes.
Curves:
Curves have a special filter based on spline expression.

The Max Error field is the radius of a limiting circle around each point.
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6.2.6

Scan mode: introduction

Geometrical features can be measured by scanning using a Renishaw SP25 with its available
extensions (SM modules) depending on the overall length of the tool cluster.
SP25 by its operating principle exercises a nominal scanning deflection of 0,3mm. This is a
preloading of the probe on the surface in order to make it reactive to the shape variations
during the motion along the “nominal” tool path. The deflection value is run-time visible in
the state bar (see 5.2.2.1 – 5):

The “actual” tool path is instead affected by: location error of the feature respect to the
nominal position and form error. The combination of this elements may make the preload
deflection insufficient (loss of contact and of measured points) or excessive: over-deflection
error (the over-deflection threshold is editable in the CMM configuration file; it is about
1mm). SP25 allows the user to measure a geometrical feature also by points. Probing takes
more time respect to a Trigger device (TP modules); but the measure is not conditioned by
the over-deflection limit.
Therefore, it is practically mandatory to execute by points a preliminary location of the
element before implement the scanning measurement, unless it is guaranteed that the location
error of the feature according to its reference system does no provoke an over-deflection
error.
Another variable that may cause over-deflection is the Form error of the part. If it is very high
because the manufacturing process; the only way to “incorporate” it in the scanning
measurement is to increase the over-deflection threshold in the CMM configuration file.
Together with this the user can adjust the measuring deflection of each feature by the “Scan
Attributes” menu.
This procedure may be called “Known” scanning, or the relief of a profile of which it is
known that the change in shape does not exceed a predicted value.
An evolution is the “Unknown” or “Adaptative” scanning that will be exposed in a dedicated
chapter (see 6.2.4.2.).
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6.2.6.1

Scan Mode: how to enable and Settings

Tangram scanning function practically connects the “PMea” points (see 6.2 – 3) defined in
the nominal tool path and a profile on the part surface will be acquired. The passage from one
point to the next occurs without detachment.
In case of planes or lines the connection of the points is the “shortest straight”; therefore, if
needed clearance “Pos” points may be inserted to avoid obstacles and create more scanning
segments.
In case of circle (both internal and external) the user has not to worry about defining a
circular tool path, but is sufficient to define it using the “Path Generator” (see 6.2. – 9) with
the minimum constructive points. The scan function will automatically adopt a “Scan on
Circle” strategy.

2

1

These buttons are present in Measured Features “Nominal Path” sheet (see 6.2 – 12 and 13).
And are available only if a SP25 measuring head is active (see 5.2.1.1.).
Button (1) allows the user to switch between "point by point" /"scanning" measurement of the
feature.
Button (2) opens the “Scan Attributes” menu. Depending on the feature different options will
be available. An overview will follow.
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Scanning strategy and available settings (1 and 2):
(1) Strategy

(2) Parameters
Density: maximum distance between two points returned at
Scan on Curve
100% scanning speed.
(plane, cylinder, cone,
N.B. during “Scan on Curve” every clearance point (type
sphere, slot, square slot,
“pos”) is ignored and only the measure points (type “PMea” or
ellipse, torus, curve)
“Mea”) are used for the scanning path.
Step: average angular distance between two measured points..
Angle to scan: angular path covered by the scan independently
Scan on Helix
from the defined extension of the feature.
(cylinder, cone)
Clockwise: causes taking as helix start point to be the highest or
the lowest.
Step: average angular distance between two measured points.
Scan on Circle
Angle to scan: angular path covered by the scan independently
(circle, arc)
from the defined extension of the feature.
Scan on Line
(line)

StepW: average distance between two measured points in mm.

3. Scan Parameters:
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Values are editable entering a percentage of the maximum value specified in the CMM
configuration file. Default usually is 80mm/s Speed and 200mm/s2 Acceleration.
Speed

Percentage of machine maximum speed (linear)

Acc

Percentage of machine maximum acceleration (linear)

Deflection

Nominal deflection preload (see 6.2.4.), default is 0.3mm

Filter In

It is a linear segment where there is not acquiring of points. It is to
eliminate the “noise” due to the tool approach hitting and during
the acceleration/deceleration gap. Default value is 0,1mm

Filter Out

4. Adaptative scan mode switch: it is an advanced function; see dedicated chapter.
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6.2.6.2

Adaptive Scan Mode

Also is named as “Unknown scanning” is still under beta test. For this reason, it is still a
“Lab” feature (as all the not stabilized functions are classified). By default, the Labs entry in
not visible and there are no labs active after the first installation of Tangram.

To make visible the Labs Entry it is required to do a manual operation and have a copy of the
file Labs.xml inside the installation folder of Tangram (generally C:\Program Files
(x86)\itaca\Tangram).
A copy of the Labs.xml is located inside the subfolder “Tools\Labs”.
What the user have to do is manually copy the file from “C:\Program Files
(x86)\itaca\Tangram\Tools\Labs” to “C:\Program Files (x86)\itaca\Tangram” and restart
Tangram.
When the labs entry is visible the user can activate them by selecting the related items in the
list.
The Lab we are going to analyze is “Scan unknown”.

Speed and acceleration:
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VERY IMPORTANT
As soon the scanning speed is only one inside Pantec, it is mandatory to pay attention to the
speed and acceleration during the scanning.
Trying to run the Scan Unknown at full speed will probably have the result to lost the surface
(with the corresponding anomaly).
In Itaca machines there is generally set a default scanning speed of 80mm/s.
Generally, the speed used for unknown scanning must be set around 5% and acceleration
around 10/20% (see Scanning Attributes menu 6.2.5.1.).
Setting higher or lower values depends by the surface to explore. Almost straight surfaces
allow bigger values and sharp angles smaller values.
How Scan Unkown works:
Inside Tangram, the default scanning is the known one (as said before). It means that, using the
geometrical information (ScanOnCircle, ScanOnLine…) or the nominal path (ScanOnCurve) there is a
computed path to follow. This path is executed even if the surface is missing.

To activate the ScanUnknown it is required to enable the “adaptive” option in Scan dialog
(see 6.2.5.1. – 4).
At the moment, even if it is present inside every element the user must take care that:
 it works with the element Curve only.
 the curve must be 2D.

Once the Adaptive is activate, the scanning will work in significant different way respecting
to no-adaptive.
It uses the points inside the nominal path in order the understand how to move using the
following rules:
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 It uses only “PMea” and “Mea” points. It ignores all the “Pos”.
 1st point is used as starting point. This will be the position where the machine will
approach the surface.
 Last point is used as end point.
 Direction computed between 1st to 2nd point is the direction of the scanning (projected
on the working plane).
 Direction computed between second-last and last is the normal of the end-plane. When
the scanning reaches the end-plane, it stops and retract.
 If the count of the points is bigger than 4, it uses only the first 2 and the last 2 ignoring
all the points in between.
Using these rules, based on the number of points within the nominal path, the scanning will
use from 2 to 4 points:

Number of
points

Start from

End to

Direction

Normal plane

2 points

1st

2nd

1st to 2nd

2nd to 1st

3 points

1st

3rd

1st to 2nd

3rd to 2nd

4 points

1st

4th

1st to 2nd

4th to 3rd

>4 points

1st

“Last”

1st to 2nd

“Last” to “Last 1”

It is preferable to use 4 points because the scanning is more predictable.

Graphic examples:
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6.2.7

Path editing menu

Clicking on the header of the path points list the user can open a pop-up menu which includes
editing functions:
1
2
3
5
4

6

7
8

9

11
\

10
\
12

1.
2.
3.
4.

Delete All: remove all the points in the list.
Recalculate Directions: restores the approach directions defined by the Path Generator.
Override Actuals: Actual Path will become coincident with the Nominal Path.
Set Point Type: the selected point may be changed in typology: Mea, PMea, HMea or
Pos.
5. Change Tool:
 Set Tool Name: the selected tool will be assigned to the path without any
recalculation of coordinates.
 Set Tool: following the tool assignation the coordinates of the path will be
recalculated according with the new Tip Radius.
 Set Tool with Offset: the same as the previous point but the path will be “shifted” of
the difference in offset between the old and the new tool.

6. Set Direction: by the following panel all the points of the path will assume the cosine
values entered in the boxes
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7. Set location: by the following panel all the points of the path will assume the
coordinates values entered in the boxes with the enabled check

8. Set tool Angle: for Indexable Head; by the following panel the user can set to all the
path points an “A” or “B” value; or enable to all the head rotation

9. Invert direction: the approach directions of whole path will be reversed .
10. Reverse Path: the order of the path-points will be inverted.

Import point list: a .txt file can be used as source to fill in the tool path. After selecting it the format
must be configurated by the following panel:
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The source file must
have a data
organization
compatible with the
path table. The user can
select which columns
should be filled and
possibly avoid rows
starting from the head
(1). The decimal
separator and units can
be selected (3). The
font which delimits the
values (2) must be set
choosing between:
comma, semicolon, “tabulation” or “space”. The “Apply” (4) button will enable
settings.

Source “.txt” file with tabulation spaced
columns.
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Applying the “tab”
(tabulation) separator;
the values will be
correctly put in column.
The user can send the
data to the path table by
the button (5).

11. Copy and Paste (Ctrl+C and Ctrl+V): these commands can be used after selecting the
rows in question from the path table. “Paste” command will automatically append the
copied rows; if a row is selected they will be inserted after.
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6.3 Actual Path Sheet Overview
The third and last sheet of a measured feature shows the list of the probed points coordinates
and direction cosines. The list is updated to the last execution.
3

1

2

1. X, Y, Z: these coordinates are not-compensated, so related to the tool sphere center.
2. Cx, Cy, Cz: the measure direction vector coming back from the control.
3. Tip Radius: of the tool that probed the points. The value comes from the calibration
procedure (see 5.2.1.3.).

6.4 Geometrical Best Fit 2D utility
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This utility is dedicated to the Curve feature. It is the process of elaborating a measured curve
so that it has the best correspondence to its nominal points.
The Best-Fit can involve either 2D rotation or 2D offset of the measured points envelope,
keeping as the fulcrum its reference system.
The practical effect is to separate the pure form error from the position error of the curve
referring to the nominal center.
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If the operator introduces the Best-Fit utility the “CAD nominals” must be deactivated (see
6.1.).
It is necessary to define a tolerance field (see 9. – 9.1.) directly applied to the Raw data (2).
The Best-Fit can be activated by the check-boxes in the Curve Feature general definition
sheet (1).
It operates both on a probed curve and calculated by the "Intherit" function (see 6.2.1.).
Since the comparison with the CAD mathematical model does not occur, the source of the
nominals (5) must be a list of points (coordinates with relative vectors) lying on the Work
Plane (3) of the Reference System (4).
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The “Nominal Points” list (5) allows the operator to enter the nominal points with the same
method used for the Nominal Path; which instead concerns the tool path during the
measurement (see 6.2.7).
In order to view the results of the best-fit, the operator must enable the Pdf output (see
5.2.2.3) and configure the Output Protocol of the Curve feature as follow (see 5.2.2.4.):

1. Point Distribution: set on “Mea”
2. Chart Magnification: this is the parameter to set the magnification of the pdf graphical
output.
3. Chart Scale: this is the parameter to set the scale of the pdf chart.
4. Show Whiskers: the user can also make Whiskers visible on the chart operating this
check.
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Here is an example of the graphic output in pdf:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Feature (curve) name.
Reference System name.
Diagram representing the axes of the plane on which the curve lies.
Tolerance band including criticality limits.
Chart legend.
Magnification factor.
Details of the profile error in active Best Fit conditions.
Offset and rotation values applied to achieve the Best Fit, divided for each axis of the
reference system.
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7 Construction features:
Constructed features have a Purple icon. “Construction” means that the user
can create geometrical entities using other ones previously created. Differently
from “Inheriting” the process uses: centers, axes, surfaces and perimeters.
The processing does not make any compensation; it uses source elements
already compensated with their definitive geometry.
The construction window always has a single definition sheet. There no
probing only manual selection activity.
Constructed features may not be inherited or be the source for other
Constructions.
These features may be output like measured ones (see 5.2.2.4.).

7.1 Definition sheet Overview:

Everything that will not follow in the description is to be understood as the same as said
about the “General Sheet” of Measured features (see 6.1.).
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1. Reference System selection: the construction result coordinates will be expressed in
relation to the selected one; independently from those used in source features. In
particular cases the direction of the constructed feature depends on the selection order
of the sources. CX, CY and CZ will be expressed according to the chosen Reference
too.
2. Processing mode: in case of Planes, Arcs and Circles there are available different
Processing modes (see 6.1. – 4).
3. Construction process: this is the fundamental choice. Based on what may be selected
the usable source feature will vary as well as how they are to be entered. A summary of
the Construction options available for each Feature and how to use them will follow
(see 7.2.).
4. Work Plane/Guess Orientation/3 point Offset: this selection follows the same rules
descripted about the Measured Features. The box will change depending on the
Construction in question (see 6.1. – 5 – 13).
5. Source elements: this list includes the Measured Features present in the Project. Which
to select and in what order to do it depends on the Construction in question and on the
Process (3). The selection must be realistic and coherent. The user can also enter the
name of the features by keyboard to activate a filter (
).
6. Selected features box: using the arrows between the two boxes, the Features may be
moved from one box to the other. The order may be changed by right click and using
the “reverse” option.
7. Nominal Values: some constructed features (for example: parallel planes, tangent arcs
with nominal diameter) request to enter a nominal value in the proper cell (
).

7.2 Construction processes overview

Feature
Name

Description

Available
Construction
Processes

Required Selection

Result

Each element that has a
center or an axis. In case of
points will be used the
compensated one. In case of
planes will be used the virtual
center of the average shape.

Among the results there is the
3d (BETWEEN), the
components along the axes of
the chosen alignment (DISXY-Z) and the projection of the
3d one on the coordinates
planes (DISTXY-YZ-ZX).

Distance

It calculates the distance
between 2 features.

None

Angle

It calculates the absolute
angle between two features.

None

Point

-
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Cast

Lines, Planes, Cylinders,
Cones. The selection order is
indifferent.
Lines, Planes, Circles, Arcs,
Cylinder, Cones, Spheres. A
single element must be
selected.
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Internal or external angle.
Reduces a feature to a point
located in its calculated
origin/center or application
point.
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Line

Plane

Projection

A single Point and a
Reference Plane in this order.

Intersection

2 Lines.

Middle

2 features of the same type or
combined.

Surface
Intersection

2 Cylinders (indifferent order)
or 1 Line and 1 Cylinder (in
this order).

Tangent point
Arc/Circle

2 Circles or 2 Arcs (indifferent
order)

Best Fit

At least 2 Points. The order
makes the line direction and
origin.

Projection

A single Line and a Reference
Plane in this order.

Intersection

2 Plans. The order is
indifferent.

Middle

2 Lines. The order is
indifferent.

Cast

1 Cylinder, 1 Cone.

-

Reverse

1 Line.

Axis: X, Y, Z

None

Best Fit

At least 3 Points or 3 features
that are identifiable by a
center. If the selection order
represents a Clockwise
pattern the plane direction will
be outward from the plane
surface itself; and vice versa.

Middle

2 Plans. The order is
indifferent.

-

Intersection
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circle in this order.
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Projects the selected point on
the reference plane along its
direction vector.
Creates a point located in the
intersection (real or virtual) of
the selected features.
Creates a point equally
positioned between the two
calculated centers of the
selected features.
The point is the virtual
intersection of the first feature
(line/axis) on the surface of
the second.
Calculates the real or virtual
tangency point of the selected
features.
Envelops the selected points
in an average line. The first
point makes the origin (point
of application) the others the
direction. The user has to
select the proper Working
plane.
Projects the selected line on
the reference plane.
Creates a line which
represents the real or virtual
intersection of the selected
plans.
Creates a line equally
positioned between the two
selected lines.
Reduces the selected feature
to its axis.
Practically reverse the
direction of the selected
feature.
Creates a line that represents
the corresponding axis of the
selected Reference System.
Envelops the selected points
(compensated) in a plane.

Creates a plane equally
positioned between the two
selected plans.
It simulates a Gage Check of
a cone. The intersection plane
is the position where the
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Parallel to

1 Plane and nominal offset.

Perpendicular to

1 Plane

Plane XY, YZ, ZX

None
At least 3 points or 3 features
that are identifiable by a
center. If the selection order
represents a Clockwise
pattern the circle direction will
be outward from the center;
and vice versa.
A single Circle and a single
Plane in this order.

Best Fit

Projection

1 Cone and 1 Theoretical
plane in this order

Intersection
Circle

-

Tangent to Arcs
(Nominal
Diameter)

Tangent to Circles
(Nominal
Diameter)

Arc

-

Best Fit

Projection

Cylinder

-
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Best Fit

2 Arcs and Nominal Diameter

2 Circles and Nominal
Diameter
At least 3 points or 3 features
that are identifiable by a
center. If the selection order
represents a Clockwise
pattern the circle direction will
be outward from the center;
and vice versa.
1 Single Arc and a Single
Plane in this order.
At least 6 points at different
levels or 6 features that are
identifiable by a center always
at different levels.
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nominal (gage) diameter is
located along the cone axis.
Creates a virtual plane
parallel to the selected one,
and positioned at the
specified nominal coordinate.
Creates a virtual plane
perpendicular to the selected
one.
Creates a Plane that
represents the corresponding
coordinate plane of the
selected Reference System.
Envelops the selected
features (points
compensated) or their center
in a circle.

Projects the selected circle on
the reference plane.
It simulates a Gage check of a
cone. The intersection circle is
the diameter of the cone at
the nominal (gage) position
represented by the
Theoretical plane.
It simulates a Contact Sphere
with gage diameter. The
center of the circle will be the
location that the gage sphere
assumes when it finds 2
tangency points on the arcs.
It simulates a Contact Sphere
with gage diameter. The
center of the circle will be the
location that the gage sphere
assumes when it finds 2
tangency points on the circles.
Envelops the selected
features (points
compensated) or their center
in an arc.

Projects the selected arc on
the reference plane.
Envelops the selected
features (points
compensated) or their center
in a Cylinder.
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By Arcs or Circles

Cone

Sphere
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2 or more Circles or Arcs.
More features increase the
stability.

Best Fit

At least 6 points at different
levels or 6 features that are
identifiable by a center always
at different levels.

Best Fit

At least 5 points or 5 features
that are identifiable by a
center.
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Envelops the selected arcs or
circles in a cylinder but
considering their measured
points; not the center. This
method is outdated by the
Inheriting function.
Envelops the selected
features (points
compensated) or their center
in a Cone. The user must
specify the Guess orientation
to make more stable the
process.
Envelops the selected
features (points
compensated) or their center
in a Sphere.
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8 Reference Systems:
A generic alignment procedure provides for a progressive elimination of
the Degrees of Freedom which may compromises the measurement of
the part.
The user can generally set a starting Reference System on which the
operation in question will be applied keeping unchanged the other
settings; and, a Geometric entity which represents the alignment master.
Each part-program will therefore have a sequence of chained alignments;
which can be traced by the Info window (see 5.2.2.1. – 6 – 2) and
modified if necessary. A description of the fundamental commands to
create Reference Systems will follow. The main transformation tools
(rotation and offset) will be also included.

8.1 Primary Axis:
In an alignment sequence of a part it is the first step. It establish the direction of the first axis.

1. Starting Reference: this is the starting condition on which to build the Primary.
2. Feature selection: here the user can choose which geometry will represent the Primary
alignment. In case of a plane its virtual perpendicular will be considered.
3. Axes: here the user can select which axis of the Starting Reference will be aligned to
the selected geometry and the direction. The direction vector of the Feature represents
the “master” to which the positive or negative direction of the selected axis will be
aligned.
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MCS

A Primary made on a plane set as
datum “A”. +X is aligned to its
direction vector and zeroed at its
level.

MCS

A Primary made on a plane set as datum
“A”. +X is aligned to its direction vector
and the origin is offset of “30mm”.

4. Origin: in case of need the user may set zero or a nominal offset of the Axis origin
referring to the selected Feature. This setting must be coherent to the geometry
representing the Primary. The sign of the offset must be established considering the
location that the reference Feature will assume in the concluded alignment. If Origin
check are all disabled origins of the Starting Reference will be kept.
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5. Add to program: this check box is to insert the Primary function in the current partprogram too, or in the project only.

8.2 Secondary Axis:
In an alignment sequence of a part it is the second step. It eliminates the rotation around the
Primary axis without change its orientation.

1. Starting Reference: this is the starting condition on which to build the Secondary.
2. Feature: here the user can choose which geometry will represent the Secondary
alignment.
3. Invariant Axis: it the pivot axis around the Staring Reference can rotate.
4. Axis: considering the constraint of the pivot axis (previously selected), the user can
select which axis of the Starting Reference will be aligned to the selected geometry and
the direction. The direction vector of the Feature represents the “master” to which the
positive or negative direction of the selected axis will be aligned.
5. Origin: in case of need the user may set zero or a nominal offset of the Axis origin
referring to the selected Feature. This setting must be coherent to the geometry
representing the Secondary. The sign of the offset must be established considering the
location that the reference Feature will assume in the concluded alignment. If Origin
check are all disabled origins of the Starting Reference will be kept.
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MCS

A Secondary made on a Constructed
line set as datum “C”. “+Z” is aligned to
its direction vector with “X” axis as Pivot.
In this case no origins are set.
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8.3 Origin
In an alignment sequence of a part it is the third step. It sets the axes zero location referring to
a selected Feature without change any orientation of the Starting Reference.

1. Starting Reference: this is the starting condition on which to set the Origins of the axes.
2. Feature: here the user can choose which geometry will represent the Origin reference.
3. Origins: enabling the check box the default value is zero. It means that the origin of the
axis in question will correspond to the selected Feature location. If needed an offset
value may be also entered. The sign of the offset must be established considering the
location that the reference Feature will assume in the concluded origin set. This setting
must be coherent to the geometry of the selected Feature.
4. Current location reference: this check box transfers the Origin function in current
location of the active tool. In this case no Feature have to be selected.
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An Origin made on a Circle set as
datum “B”. “Y” and “Z” axes of the
Starting Reference are zeroed on it.

An Origin made on a Circle set as
datum “B”. “Y” and “Z” origins are set
with a 50mm offset respect it

8.4 Rotation
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It applies a nominal rotation to the selected Reference System around a specified pivot axis.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Starting Reference: this is the alignment previously created to which apply the rotation.
Invariant Axis: this the pivot axis.
Angle Value: the rotation angle that may be positive (CCW) or negative (CW).
Offset Values: another way to express the rotation is to enter the cathetus length. It may
be useful when an orientation is expressed by absolute drawing dimensions.

Absolute
dimensions

Datum
center

Datum
rotation

8.5 Link Reference
The Link is a “call” to another alignment function previously created.
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1. Link to element (alignment): it may be used in the creation of other features or
alignments; which then will have as Reference System which one the link is pointing
to.
Since the Reference System of a measured or constructed feature is not editable, using a
Link to create them, it is sufficient to change the Link “pointing” in order to modify it.
2. Link to a Global: recalls a Global reference previously created (see 5.2.1.6.).
3. Link to a Calibre: creates an origin corresponding to the Sphere Location (see 5.2.1.3.)
having MCS orientation.
4. Link to Pallet: create s link to a pallet system (see 5.2.2.6.)
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9 Tolerance definition

The definition of tolerance limits is divided into various functions:
 Dimension: dedicated to dimensional, form and angular tolerances
 Geometrical:
o Location:
 Position
 Concentricity
 Symmetry
o Orientation:
 Parallelism
 Perpendicularity
 Angularity
o Run-Out:
 Local Run-Out
 Total Run-Out
o True Position
o Profile
Once a Tolerance is created it is available in the project: see the “List View” (5.2.2.1. – 13)
under the heading “Tolerances”.
The Dimensional Tolerances can be recalled from the features (see 6.1. – 9).
The Geometrical Tolerances will be independent Features; then the output must me set
separately from the involved geometrical features.
A description of the tolerance settings menu will follow.

9.1 Dimensional Tolerances
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1. Type: it is important to select the appropriate Type in order to obtain the correct
interpretation of the actual value sign in relation to the tolerance field. The Type
depends on the geometrical category in question: Dimensions, Angles, Vectors, Form
Errors (F), etc. etc.
2. Tolerance Field: is specified by entering the upper and lower limit.
3. Criticality thresholds: are a percentages of the upper or lower tolerance which define a
“Yellow Zone” before of the limit.
Critical field in this case is
20 % of the of the limit.

Upper
Tolerance

Lower
Tolerance

9.2.

9.2 Location Tolerances
1. Position:
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Type of Check.

The List of the Features and of the Datum
varies in function of the selected Type of
Check.

The amplitude of the tolerance area/space
is expressed here for each Type of Check.

Types of Check:
1. Point/Sphere center position: the tolerance area is a circle having a diameter equal
to the specified zone value and centered in the theoretical position of the point or
Sphere. The datum is a reference plane.
2. Axis position – Planar Extrusion: the tolerance zone is the gap between two
parallel planes perpendicular to the datum.
3. Axis position – Square Extrusion: the tolerance area is a square parallel to the
datum plane having side equal to the specified zone value.
4. Axis position – Cylindrical Extrusion: the tolerance space is a cylinder having its
axis coincident to the theoretical one and diameter equal to the zone value.

5. Circle Features – True Position: like check (1) but, the user can apply the
Maximum or Minimum material principle. No datum plane is required, because it
is considered the Reference System of the feature in question.
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6. Plane position: the tolerance space is the gap between two parallels planes
symmetrically positioned respect to the theoretical one. The gap amplitude is
equal to the zone value.
2. Concentricity:

Verified Feature selection.
Datum Feature selection.

Tolerance zone value.

The tolerance area is a circle having a diameter equal to the specified zone value
and centered in the theoretical position of the “Verified” feature. The error is the
doubled distance between the Verified and the Datum center.

3. Symmetry:
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Type of Check.

Verified Features selection.

Tolerance
range
value

Datum Feature selection may
be one or two planes
depending on the type of
check.

The error may be amplified according to a virtual length of
the features that does not correspond to their actual
dimension.

1. Axis symmetry – plane extrusion (1 plane datum): the median axis of the two
selected ones must be between two planes parallel to the datum one and
symmetrically disposed respect to it with a gap equal to the zone value.
2. Axis symmetry – square extrusion (2 planes datum): the median axis of the two
selected ones must be in the area determined by the intersection of two couples of
planes each one parallel to its datum and symmetrically disposed respect to them
with a gap equal to the zone value.
3. Plane symmetry (1 plane datum): the median plane of the two selected ones must
be between two planes parallel to the datum one and symmetrically disposed
respect to it with a gap equal to the zone value.

9.3 Orientation Tolerances
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Verified
Features
selection.

Parallelism
Squareness

Datum
Feature
selection.

Angularity

Projection
plane
(optional). It is
a “secondary”
reference to
stabilize the
parallelism
analysis.

Reference
angle for
the
Angularity

The error may be amplified
according to a virtual length
of the features that does not
correspond to their actual
dimension.

Tolerance
range
value

9.4 Run-Out tolerances
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Single
Run-Out
(single section
check)

Verified Feature
selection

Total
Run-Out
(surface check)

Datum Feature
selection

Tolerance range
value
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9.5 True Position Function
This evaluation is the same of the Location Tolerance window (see 9.2 – 1) and of the
Feature General Sheet (see 6.1. – 9); but here the user can set Datums independently from
the feature Reference System.

Function

The “Add” and “Delete All” buttons (1) respectively create a “Function” or delete all the
present. A “Function” can also be singularly removed using the
icon.
The “verified” feature can be selected by the scroll menu (2); the Datum (previously set) can
be selected by the boxes (3).
The tolerance range can be keyboard entered by the box (4) and the Maximum or Minimum
Material Conditions can be also enabled from there.
Using the icon
the nominal coordinates of the feature will be automatically detected
according to the selected Datum. The button “Refresh All Nominals” (6) will do it to all the
Functions. If needed the nominal values may be manually adjusted by keyboard.

9.6 Profile Tolerance
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Verified
Feature
selection

Curve
Profile
(1)
Surface
Profile
(2)

Tolerance
settings. The
range may be
only internal or
only external the
surface/curve; or
symmetrically
disposed respect
to the nominal
shape.

Tolerance
range
value
(Øt)

The output will be as follows:

Nominal

Mea

Nom

Dev

PROFL

0,0803

0,0000

0,0803

0,0500

0,0000

0,0303

PMAX

0,0402

0,0000

0,0402

0,0250

-0,0250

0,0152

PMIN

-0,0165

0,0000 -0,0165

0,0250

-0,0250 .o.........
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PBAND

0,0566

0,0000

0,0566

0,0250

-0,0250

0,0316

1. PROFL: Profile Error is the higher absolute deviation multiplied by two (0,0402 * 2 ),
in this case the tolerance range is entirely positive.
2. PMAX: Point Max is the maximum positive deviation.
3. PMIN: Point Min is the minimum negative deviation.
4. PBAND: is the Range between PMAX and PMIN.

10 Program Elements
These are operational tools and special functions dedicate to a particular
purpose.
Some of these have already been mentioned.
A description will follow.

See 5.2.2.6. Pallet Management.

See 5.2.1.6. Global References.
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10.1 Movements
It is the control panel for defining CMM movements. Each time a “Move” element is created
it will be inserted into the project and/or program as a geometrical feature. A movement can
also be inserted in the part-program several times but always with a different name.

2

1

3
5

4

Moves
are in
CNC
mode
only

6

1. Reference System: the user must specify it first in order to reduce crash risk.
2. Tool selection: the currently active tool will be proposed; but the user can change it by
right click menu on the movement row:
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Each command line can be referred
to a different tool.
If the selected tool does not belong
to the same cluster a tool change
will be requested (manual or
automatic if a tool rack is
configurated).
In case of automatic tool change the
user have to create such a movement
that the access to the tool rack is
clear.

3. Point Type: for movements the only available type is the “Pos”, it must be selected
anyway.
4. Movement coordinates: they are referred to the tool center; like the nominal path of
measured features. Coordinates may be entered one by one using the keyboard or
pressing “F11”; in this case the current tool coordinates will be acquired. The same
command is available by “F1” joystick button, but the Movement window must be the
active one.
5. Indexable Head move: activating the check A and B rotations will be also implemented
6. Parameters: menu is the same of measured features (see 6.2.2.) but only the speed and
acceleration are editable.
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10.2 Output repeat

This function allows the user to recall a previously measured feature (1) and reprocess it
using a different Reference System (2). Nominals and Tolerances may be set too (3).
After confirmation Output Repeat element will be part of the Project/Program and its output
can be set independently from what concerning the original recalled feature.

See 5.2.2.4. - Output protocol
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10.3 Remark
This element allows the user to view a text message while the part-program is running. This
may automatically insert a pause and execution will resume when the user presses the “OK”
button after viewing the message.

The user can enter the text in the box (1), current Time and Date display may be activated too
(2). The probe is normally disabled during message display (3) but the joystick may be active
in order to make the user able to implement CMM manual prepositioning before resume the
execution (3).
The message display on Video is activated by default; an output is available too (4).
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10.4 “If” and “If-Else” elements
This element allows the user to insert a run-time logic test during the Part-Program execution.
If and If-else may recall Measured Features characteristics and settings (e.g. “Part not Found
check”) or logic Input for implement the test.

Figure 1

1. Operand-1: the first column is for select a Geometrical Feature previously created or an
Input. It will be the first operand for the If test.
2. Characteristic: depending on the feature selection its Geometrical Characteristics will
be available; in case of an Input “0” or “1” status will be selectable.
3. Operator: here the user can select a setting of the Feature (e.g. “Part not Found Check”
if previously enabled; see 6.1. – 7), the Out of Tolerance status of the Geometrical
Characteristic chosen at point (2) or a Mathematical Operator (<, >, =, < >, etc. etc.).
4. Operand 2: here the user can set as second operator of the If test a nominal “Value” or
another Feature/Input as “Reference”.
5. AND – OR: two or more conditions may be chained by AND – OR operators.
Figure 1 shows an example of an If test applied to check the presence of the part before
continuing with the measurement. Practically: IF the “Point_A_1” feature is “Not Found” OR
the “Point_A_1 coordinate X value” is “Bigger Than: +0,5” OR “Less than: -0,5”, Tangram
will show the “Remark_1” message, perform a series of movements and stop; otherwise, the
Part-Program will continue regularly.
In case of If-Else element the user can create multiple “nested” tests:
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10.5 Wait for Input bit – Output bit
If there is an automated system whose functions depend on the outcome of the Part-Program
or vice versa; some Input / Output bits of the Pantec CMM control are manageable through
Tangram.
 Wait for Input element:

The user can select the Input from 1 to 15 that Tangram has to wait for (1). The waiting
may be for Input = 1 (On) or Input = 0 (Off).
The waiting time in Milliseconds must be specified (2). An “Infinite”waiting option is
also available.
 Output element:

Tangram may Set or Reset (2) a Pantec bit from 1 to 20 (1). This is intended as a
logical output.

10.6 Delay element
This element creates a wait while the Part-Program is running. The resuming is automatic.
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The waiting time in Milliseconds may be directly specified by the user (1).

10.7 Run element

This element allows to operate an instruction or a “.exe” file during the Part-Program
execution.
The path may be specified in the “Open” bar (1).
In the right box there is available the Geometrical Compensation Map reloading command.
Double clicking on it, the Run feature will perform this operation.
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10.8 Chain Element
When this element occurs, the execution directly jumps to another program of the project (at
its beginning).

The Program that will be “chained” may be selected by the scroll menu (1).
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10.9 Set Probe Element

This element allows the user to runtime set the parameters of a Tool or by a standard
calibration or using external information.
1. Probe Selection: here the user can select the Tool among those configurated in the
active head.
2. Standard:
 Operation:
o Calibrate Tool: the selected tool will be calibrated according to the
other options and using the current Sphere Location.
o Locate Calibre: the selected tool will perform a Sphere Location using
its current offsets.
o Do Nothing: no automatic (standard) operations will be performed.
This option is for Custom purpose.
 Mode:
o Tip + Offset: 5 - 9 points Tool Calibration or Sphere Location.
o Full Mapping: calibration with deflection matrix calculation.




Calibre: here the Calibration sphere can be selected among the configurated
ones (see 5.2.1.5.).
Reach Calibre: the user can choose if the approach to the Calibre will be CNC
(automatic) or Manual.
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o Use Current: in this case will be considered the last stored Sphere
Location of the selected Calibre.
o Ask to Move: Tangram will ask for a manual prepositioning by
joystick
3. Store: in case of tool calibration the user can select which settings have to be updated
and stored.
 X, Y, Z tool offsets
 Tip Radius value
 Matrix (only in case of Full Mapping calibration)
4. Custom: in case of necessity the tool parameters may be set or adjusted using
“external” information deriving from reference measurements. This data must be
assigned to a Compute element (see 10.12.) in order to make them available.

The user can assign to each Tool Setting the proper Compute (previously created) by
the scroll menu of the column (1). The result of that Compute will be the “forced”
Value of the Tool Setting.
The value may be the measured: “Mea”; or its deviation from a nominal: “Dev” (2).
The option “Use half value” practically split in half the value to assign; while the icon
inverts its sign.
A preview of the assignment value is visible in the cell (4).
The icon

if enabled will “deactivate” the effect of its row, but without eliminate it.

The Anisotropy setting (see 6.1. – 12) is an advanced compensation of a Trigger probe
device.
Very important: the machine must have its axes squareness error accurately
compensated.
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In this conditions it is necessary to perform a measurement of a Ring Gauge with an
elevated number of points and under conditions as similar as possible to those of the
final application where the effect of the Anisotropy is wanted to be minimal (same
diameter to measure and same tool).
The resultant Circle feature must be assigned to the Anisotropy compensation row (5)
selecting it in the scroll menu.

10.10 Exit Element

When this element occurs an automatic interruption of the part-program will be operated.
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10.11 Temp Sensor Element

This element invokes a temperature reading by a specific sensor. It may be useful for long
parts with more than one sensor applied and with a supposed discontinuous thermal
condition. The sensor “calls” may be positioned in the part-program updated the temperature
reading before measuring. Sensor may be selected by the user (1) and enabled/disabled (2).

10.12 Compute Element
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This computing function allows the user to implement mathematical sub-programs to runtime process the measurement data. The programming language is “Pascal like” this is
because the used syntax is not exactly conform to the Pascal.
The programming window is split into two sections: the “Variables” declaration box (1) and
the “Body” box (2).
The result type can be selected by the menu (3); this is for a correct interpretation of the sign
in relation to the applied tolerance range. The categories are:





Scalar: a pure mathematical result not associated to units of measure or tolerances
Dimension: the result of a measurement with its sign and nominal reference value
Vector
Angle

The result box (4) offers a result preview by the “?” button
and a Nominal value with its tolerance field may be also
set.

Some examples of Compute element application will follow:
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This help scroll list may be invoked by “Ctrl + Space Bar”.
It contains all the features, tool and variables of the
project (excluded Reference Systems). After a separator
(“.” point) which follows a Feature name the list changes
and will include all the Characteristic of the feature (e.g.
diameter, coordinates, form etc. etc.). After a separator
(“.” point) which follows a Characteristic the list will
include the type of its value (e.g. measured, theoretical,
deviation, etc etc.).

Recall of a feature geometrical data (circle diameter):
The code is:
Result := "Circle_D94_B_2".DIAM.Measured;
The command string
must always terminate
with “;” (semicolon).

Name of the feature
between quotes.

Recall of a tool parameter (Tip Radius):
Result := "Tool0_+Z".TipRadius;
Recall of a tool parameter (Offset):
Result := "Tool0_+X".Offset.X;
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11 CAD Environment
Tangram V5 already contains the standard CAD comparison view and graphical options.
If a full CAD license is available to the user see 4.1. – 7 to activate.

11.1 Snap Tool Bar and Selecting Commands
These tools make the 3d model responsive to the pointer and are indispensable to complete
the graphical interface; moreover, allow the user to pick up CAD features clicking directly on
the Model.

1

2

3

4

5

6

CAD snap tool bar
See 11.2

1. Enable Snap: enables/disables display
of the normal vector when moving on
the part with the pointer. It is useful
when the user needs to pick up points
on specific entities. It also operates the
other Snap tools.
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2. Include Surface: makes the model surfaces selectable
and editable.

3. Include curves: measured or constructed features can
be similarly addressed. In this case, because the
points on curves are not belonging to a surface, the
vector direction is not defined. If the user takes
points clicking on a curve the direction of the tangent
line will be obtained.

4. Include borders: In this case, because the points on
the border belong to more than one surface the
vector direction is not defined. If the user takes
points clicking on the border It will be obtained a
not significant direction. It is the direction of the
tangent line.

5. Include points: clicking on one of the points the user
will provide the coordinates of the point but not
meaningful direction. This, again, because the single
points are not owned by any surface.

6. Include sections: In case of multiple selection the list
of priority for the snap is: section profile – point –
border – curve – surface.

11.1.1 Creation Mode “not active”
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After activating the Snap on Surfaces, the user has the following operations available:





Left click + “Ctrl”: single selection or multiple selection of surfaces (1).
Left click + “Shift”: deselection of surfaces (1).
Extended Right click on surfaces: access to the Graphic Menu (2); see 11.3.4
Extended Right click on background: access to the Environmental Editing menu
(3); see 11.3.5.
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11.1.2 Creation Mode “active”

Depending on which Geometrical Feature has to be defined, the user must first activate the
proper Snap.
 Left click + “Alt” on an entity: acquisition of the nominal geometry from CAD.

The CAD entity becomes “light blue” coloured (1) and its geometrical
characteristics will be acquired and visible (2) according to the selected
Reference System (4).
In order to conclude the creation, the user can:
 Activate the “Theoretical Definition” (3). In this case the Feature will be
purely nominal without measured points in the Tool Path.
 Switch to the Nominal Path Sheet and define it using the Path Generator
starting from the nominal characteristics previously selected; otherwise, collect
points manually from the CAD model.
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 Left double click on an entity: acquisition of a nominal “PMea” point for the Tool
Path.

11.1.3 Creation Mode “active/not active”

 Mouse scroll: “zoom in/out” centered on the pointer location.
 Central button click and drag: “pan” of the CAD view.
 Right click and drag: “3d orbit” of the Model.
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11.2 CAD Main Tool Bar

CAD Tool bar
(5.2.2.1 – 9)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Main Tool bar summary:
1. Import CAD Model: supported files which contain a 3d model can
be selected and imported in the project.
2. CAD Model Alignment: the alignment procedures menu.
3. Remove the CAD Model: all the imported 3d model will be erased.
This operation is irreversible; unless the user imports the model
again.
4. Border Point measure: it is used to identify the bend point of a
curve.
5. Line Measure: allows the user to create a Line feature identifying
its start and its end point on the CAD model.
6. Curve Measure: allows the user to create a Curve feature
identifying its path on the CAD model surface, borders or sections.
7. Surface Measure: allows the user to create a free form Surface
identifying its path on the CAD model.
8. Model Section: Creates a polygonal CAD profile which
correspond to a section of the model generated by a plane.
9. Remove all the Measured Points
10. Report Manager: it opens the CAD report setting menu.
11. Get Coordinates: double clicking on the model, the local
coordinates expressed in the current Reference System will be
displayed.

11
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11.2.1 Import a 3d Model

The first operation is the importing the Model by this command icon

.

Supported extension are
displayed here.

11.2.2 CAD Model Origin Transformation and Alignment

By alignment in this case it is meant the correlation between the part measured by the CMM
and its mathematical model; it means that the geometries of the Datums probed in reality and
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those represented in the model must coincide. In this way a comparison between CAD and
Part will be run-time executable.
A 3d solid made with dedicated software has a unique "origin", respect to which it is
positioned and oriented in space. The “design origin” of the solid rarely matches that needed
for metrological purposes.
If the user has a separate 3d modelling software, he can manipulate the solid origin before
importing it into Tangram; otherwise, there is a procedure to “transform” the origin of the
model directly from Tangram.
When a Model is imported, its “design origin” is automatically matched with MCS (Machine
Coordinate System); in this case there is still no correlation with any other Reference System
produced by the real probing on the part. This condition is a “pure” theoretical CAD
alignment and it must be the starting condition before apply any transformation.
The following solid can be used as example; its “design origin” is not what needed for
metrological purpose. The origin must be on the upper face, in the vertex and with + X
passing between the reference holes.
New
origin

Model Origin Transformation: Video Tutorial_1;
Video Tutorial_2.

Design
Origin
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CAD Alignment by Selecting Reference System:

The user can select which Reference System (previously created) will be “matched” to the
model origin. After the CAD alignment the view orientation respect to MCS will accordingly
change.

CAD Alignment by “Ref to Ref” Match:

The match between the two coordinate systems is achieved when executing the automatically
generated element:
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Note: it is necessary that current “CMM to Model Transf.” is not assigned or assigned to
MCS

CAD Best-Fit 3d

The standard Best-Fit alignment procedure to correlate the real part and its mathematical
model can be implemented starting from different Coordinate reference. For example a
manual alignment can roughly define the part position and then starting from that, the
effective
CMM-CAD transformation can be set by Best-Fit.
In the Step 2 of the wizard the user can select the starting reference; MCS is set by default.
The Points Cloud Element created will include points in this coordinate reference system.
The advantage of the enhancement is that in case of the part is moved and the first reference
reset the automatic Best-Fit alignment can be executed on the new part position.
Best-Fit 3d: Video Tutorial.

11.2.3 CAD Model Section
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This function allows the user to define section planes of the 3d model, in order to obtain CAD
profiles that can be measured. Clicking on this icon
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The section plane creation is related to the selected Reference System (1). A specific
coordinate plane can be selected by the buttons:
.
X, Y and Z boxes indicate the application point of the
section plane, by default it is the center point of the
model.
Clicking on
button, the user can enable the
possibility of getting i, j, k by picking on a surface of the
model.
The last step is to give a name to the section (2).

The created section planes are summarized in the
Graphic Explorer window and can be edited by
the right click menu.
All the sections can be hidden by the check (1), or
singularly switched off by the check (2).

Sections are very useful when the user needs to measure profiles/curves or has to define
features at specific coordinates. This function is in combination with the Snap Tool Bar (see
11.1. - 6) that allows to pick up points on specific type of entities including “profiles” that are
the result of sectioning the model.
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11.2.4 Curve Measure Wizard

This function guides the user to define a 2D curve feature starting from picking up points on
the CAD model:

.

Three options about the origin of the points are available. The
choice depends on where the user is going to pick up the points
by double click on the model.

Anyhow, the acquiring box is the following.

CThe picture shows a “Curve
on Surface” for example. The
proper Snap is selected and
for picking up the points (1).
Moving on the surface the
direction vector will be
visible (2). The coordinates
are in the current Refence
System.
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After confirming the manual
points, the path for the curve
will be automatically created.
The user can specify the step
for the Nominal Tool Path (1)
and if activate the “Closed”
function that may be useful
when the first and the last
point must be coincident (2).

The result will be a Curve Feature with its Nominal Tool Path already defined.

N.B. The Nominal Tool Path points are not the Nominal Points of the Curve: only the
measurement path. Curve nominals must be obtained as the nearest points to the projection of
the actuals on the surface of the CAD (previously aligned). This is fundamental in case of
free shaped curves that are not identifiable by a basic geometrical entity.

11.2.5 Surface Measure Wizard
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The wizard
starts
with the definition of the
surface polygon (1 – 2 – 3
– 4). Points can be probed
on the part or taken from
the CAD using the
surface Snap.

A pattern of parallel segments will be generated inside the polygon. Each of them includes a
number of measure points that varies according to the specified step (2). The segment spacing
can be set in order to avoid obstacles (1). The user can also set the start point (3) and the
direction of the path (4).

The result will be a Surface Feature with its Nominal Tool Path already defined.
In case of free shaped surfaces CAD Nominals function must be activated.
11.2.6 CAD Report
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The CAD report manager can be displayed using this icon button

.

The CAD Report is based on Views. It is a sequence where the user can choose the features
to display and the proper part orientation.
With “Report Style” button (1) the user can choose the global report format combining

graphical view and tabular report:
Graphical view + Table,

Only Graphics,

Only Table,

Table + Graphical view.

With “Orientation button” (2) can be set landscape or vertical layout.
Two types of View are available clicking the button “Add View”

(3):

 Points: point to point comparison with Cad
model for every element of any geometry
specified as part of the list
 Characteristics: show fields of any
geometrical element in the list

Depending on the type of view, the panel assumes a different aspect:

 Points:
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have to be used to add features to the view. For each feature the output format of the
points can be set for:
Graphical pages with points label

Point
Label

or Tabular pages

The format of the report can be set using the panel (1). The user can include in the report
nominal/actual values of the coordinates, i j k and the 3d distance (D).
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Coordinates
output
options

Tabular format:
Each row of the printout is dedicated to a measured point of the feature.
Label Format:
Each measured point of the feature has a graphical label, coordinates output options are
available in the drop-down menu.

 Characteristics:

have to be used to include or exclude measured features to the view. The output
characteristic can be selected in the box (1).
Graphic output:
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Table output:

Clicking this icon
the user can open a preview of the report. It can be directly printed
or exported in PDF, HTML format.

11.2.6.1 CAD comparison/CAD Nominals and Point Label description

Every point in the cad can appear with a label that shows its main information. This label can
display, according to the user's choice:
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the point 3D deviation module from the nominal point (D)
the X, Y and Z coordinate of the measured point expressed in the CAD Reference
system
the I, J and K of the surface versor expressed in the CAD Reference system

X, Y and Z can appear with their respective nominal and/or measured and/or deviation
values.
Nominal values come from the measured point projected on the CAD surface. The projected
point X, Y and Z are the nominal values.
Even the I, J and K are the coordinates of the surface versor located in the projected point.

Here, using the above image, a brief example.
The X, Y and Z rows have three columns. The first column with the grey background holds
the nominal values. The second column holds the measured values. The last third column,
with the deviation symbol inside, holds the deviation values.
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The deviation values in the X, Y and Z rows are evaluated simply by: measured value nominal value, independently in every row. In this case, for the Y value, we have -123.69382
–
(-124.76678) = 1.07297 (7 at the end instead of 6 because internally the operation
is made with all the significant digit and not with their rounding to 5 decimal digit, and the
result is rounded to 5 digit at the end).
D is the 3D distance module of the measured point from the nominal point. The sign of D is
negative if the scalar product between deviation vector and the versor normal to the surface
(I, J and K) is negative. Positive if the scalar product is positive. If it is negative it means that
the measured point sinks into the nominal surface (considering the normal versor direction),
if it is positive it means that the measured point protrudes from the nominal surface.
In our example the scalar product is: 0.01487 * (-0.01374) + 1.07297 * (-0.99878) + (0.05101) * 0.04733, that is negative. Then the measured point sinks into the surface because
deviation vector is mainly +y while the normal versor is mainly –y. For this the D sign is
negative.
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11.3 CAD Graphic Explorer and CAD View Bar

CAD model edit menu (see 11.3.3.)

CAD Sections
menu (see
11.2.3.)

Show
complete
graphic
functions

Show/Hide
CAD model

Features Graphic
Functions Bar
(see 11.3.1.)

Show/Hide
feature check
box

Update list
button

11.3.1 Graphic Explorer Functions
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1. Show/Hide the selected feature in the CAD comparison View. Clicking with the right
button on the check box the user can open the “Display Options menu”:

All = CAD + Features

Parts = CAD models

Elements = Features

2.
3.
4.
5.

Feature color selection: light green is the default color.
Show the feature identification label: it is set on by default.
Show the Nominal Tool Path: it is set off by default.
Show the measured points: it is useful to make comparison with the nominal shape (set
off by default).

Tool
change
“knot”
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6.

Show Feature Points Label, Whisker or Nominal Points: this button makes
visible what is specified in the pop-up menu having the same icon in the CAD View
Bar (section 3 “Select Symbol”).

Nominal
points

Show Feature Points Labels: this button makes visible in the CAD comparison
View what specified in the setting menu having the same icon in the CAD View Bar
(section 3: “Set Default
Label Format”).
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Points labels can display:
 Measured coordinates with relative nominal and deviation values
 I,J,K
 3d Distance (D)

Show Whiskers: this button
makes visible a graphical
magnification of the feature shape
deviation respect to the nominal. The
Whiskers amplitude is adjustable by
the menu “Whiskers Dimension
Adjust” in the CAD View Bar.

7.

Show nominal points: it makes visible the Nominal Tool Path points. They are
red colored unlike the measured ones which are white.
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Show the order number: this option is available only if the Nominal Points are
displayed.

8. Switch off all: this button hides label, whiskers and nominal points with numbers.
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11.3.2 CAD View Bar

Section 1: Coordinate Systems
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Show Model Coordinate System: this command hides/unhides the graphic
representation of the CAD model origin.
Show Coordinates Systems: this command hides/unhides the graphic representation off
all the Coordinate Systems included the CAD model origin.
Section 2: Tool Simulation
Show Tool: this icon activates/deactivates the run-time graphic representation of the
active tool-cluster. The currently selected stylus is the red colored one.

Section 3: the effect of this commands is related to current feature settings specified in
Graphic Explorer.
Show Feature Labels: this icon hides/unhides all feature labels that are switched on in
the Graphic Explorer window.
Show Point Labels and Nominal Points: this icon hides/unhides all the point labels and
nominal points that are activated in the Graphic Explorer Window.
Show Tool Path: this icon hides/unhides all the Tool Paths that are activated in the
Graphic Explorer Window.
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Show Stylus Tip: if the tool path is activated in the Graphic Explorer, this icon
hides/unhides a graphic representation of the tip in contact with the nominal measuring point.
Set Default Label Format:
Select Symbol:

see 11.3.1. – 6

Whiskers Dimension Adjust:

Section 4: viewing commands and options.
Standard Views: this icon links to a pop-up menu where the user can select among
seven views in MCS and other seven views referred to the currently selected Reference
System.
MCS Views

Current Reference
System Views

Rotation Panel
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Once the view has been selected; the Rotation Panel allows to rotate on the three coordinate
planes by 45° or 90°:
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Global View: this function activates a parallel viewing that shows a total display of the
CAD comparison independently from the Zoom level.

Detail Area

Save View: the user can store the current CAD view giving it a name.

Recall View: the user can recall the a previously saved view selecting it in the pop-up
menu.

Zoom Extents: automatically adjust the current view in order to make visible what is no
hidden.

Zoom In: increases Zoom centering on the current view.
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Zoom Out: decreases Zoom centering in the current view.
Zoom Feature: adjusts the current view zoom condition in order to make visible the
feature whose Properties menu is opened.
Zoom Window: the user can create a Zoom area by rectangular selection with the left
mouse button.
Zoom and Align on Feature: adjusts the current zoom condition and rotates the view in
order to make visible the feature whose Properties menu is opened.
;

Undo/Redo: restores the previous viewing condition.

Enable/Disable Entity Highlighting: a Feature or a CAD surface becomes yellow
highlighted when the user passes over it with the pointer

Enable/Disable Surface Reversing: see 11.3.4. – 5.

Set Light Source Position: clicking and dragging with the left button on the CAD view,
the user can change the inclination of the virtual light beam that illuminates the 3D model.
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11.3.3 CAD Model Edit Menu

1. Zoom: this command adjusts the view to the entire graphic content.
2. Show hidden entities: makes visible the previously hidden surfaces (see also the CAD
Model Graphic menu).
3. Apply Transformation: see the Video Tutorial in 11.2.2. (CAD Tranformation and
Alignment).
4. Rescale: this function recalculates the CAD
model proportions according to an
equivalence of units.

5. Export: the user can create a CAD file with “.tcad” format.
6. Delete: remove the selected CAD model. This operation is irreversible; unless the user
imports the model again.
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11.3.4 CAD Model Graphic Menu

This menu is accessible by right click on a CAD model surface with the proper Snap
activated (see 11.1.).

1. Hide: makes invisible the CAD model; to unhide the user has to reactivate the check
box near the model name in the Graphic Explorer window.
2. Delete Part: remove the selected CAD model. This operation is irreversible; unless the
user imports the model again.
3. Delete Entity: the selected CAD surface will be removed. This operation is irreversible;
unless the user imports the model again.
4. Math Surfaces: this command joins two separated surfaces.
5. Reverse Surface: this command allows the user to make a surface “internal” or
“external”.

6. Render Mode:
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Shading

Shading with Borders

Wireframe

Triangle Mesh

7. Set Color: the user can change the color of the imported CAD model.
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8. Transparency: selecting the Shading Render Mode; the user can adjust the CAD model
visual transparency, until it is invisible.
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11.3.5 CAD View Background menu

This menu is accessible clicking on the CAD comparison view background with the right
button.

Parts = CAD models

1. Render mode: see 11.3.3. – 6.
2. Set Background color: the user can change the background color in the same way with
the CAD model.
3. Set Tolerance Color: see 4.3.2.2. – Settings Output.
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12 Joystick
12.1 Joystick quick commands
Tangram has quick commands that can be sent directly from the joystick buttons supplied
with the Pantec control:

• F1 record: it records one point if
teaching a movement or element (like
keyboard F11). If a key on the active
window has the focus it will press the key.
• F2 delete: it deletes one point if teaching
a movement or element.
• F3 move up: if the “Tool Path” sheet is
active when teaching and a row is
selected; it will move the selection to the
upper row.

Shift

• F6 move down: if the “Tool Path” sheet
is active when teaching and a row is
selected; it will move the selection to the
lower row.
• Shift+F5 (F11) “Goto”: moves the tool
in CNC mode to the position defined in
the direct movement window (no
confirmation is asked).
• Shift+F6 (F12): same of F11.
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13 Contacts
For training requests, questions and examples please contact Itaca’s Application department at:

info@itaca-sw.it

ITACA srl
Via Genova 23,
10098 RIVOLI (TO), ITALY
T/F: +39 011 9574384
www.itaca-sw.it
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